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Methodology 

  
The methodology used in determining what issues affect the WYRD-FM listening area is a 
combination of interview, telephone, and personal contact with:  

  
  
1. The listening public (daily concerns)  
  
2. Government leaders and public officials  

  
3. Community leaders of the Upstate (volunteer and non-profit agencies)  

  
4. Upstate business leaders  

  
5. Area educators  

  
 
Public Affairs programming aired by WYRD-FM is designed to address the needs, concerns, 
problems and issues of the aforementioned individuals.  

  
  
  

  
  
  

  



 

ISSUES AND CONCERNS 
1st Quarter 2022 

  

  
 Public Trust in Media 
 Civil Unrest 
 Education Performance  
 High Taxation  
 Local Elections 
 National Elections 
 Health 
 Job Training  
 Illegal Immigration  
 National Security 
 Morality  
 Unemployment  
 Race Relations 
 Crime  
 Safe Driving  
 Tax appropriation  
 Government Corruption 
 Rule of Law 
 Law Enforcement 
 Gang Activity 
 Terrorism 
 Religious Freedom 
 Entertainment 
 Parenting 
 Drug Trafficking 
 Personal and Household Finances 
 Election Integrity 
  

  
 
 
  



 

DAILY TOPICS 
Q1- January, February, March 2022 

The Tara Show – Weekdays 6 AM – 10 AM 
Programming content included discussion with listeners and experts in the associated field of discussion. 

 Monday 12/27: Hour 1: Bill Frady fills in for Tara as he talks about a certain individual calling 
for the end of Santa Clause. Bill also talks about how Dr. Fauci and his cronies have created the 
mess we are currently in.  Hour 2: Bill talks to a caller about how our government will try to 
confiscate our guns. Bill talks about golfer, Phil Mickelson, raising a reasonable question about 
how we are handling the Omicron variant of Covid because of the low death and hospitalization 
rate. Hour 3: Bill talks about how there is a police shortage in Chicago and how Mayor Lightfoot 
is failing to address the problem. Hour 4: Bill talks about Arnold Schwarzenegger and how he is 
helping with the homeless crisis over in California.  

 Tuesday 12/28/21: Hour 1: Bill talks about how the left will do whatever they need to do to push 
their agenda on the American people whether its expanding statehood or expanding the Supreme 
Court. Bill talks about his military service in Europe during the 80’s amidst the Cold War. He 
talks about the time line in which the Soviet Union fell and why Putin wants to restore its power.  
Hour 2: Bill talks about how Mathematics is supposedly racist and how Liberals strive to make 
things worse. Bill talks about how we entered into the Twilight Zone that we find ourselves in 
today. Hour 3: Bill talks about how some people are suggesting the first and second Amendment 
to the Constitution need to be reworked.  Hour 4: Bill talks to Ken and Celest Purdy about 
lingering foot problems people experience and how to combat the problem.  

 Wednesday 12/29/21: Hour 1: Lee Bright fills in for Tara as he talks about the death of legendary 
broadcaster and football coach, John Madden. He also talks about Dr. Fauci and how he should 
be on trial, not advising the public on Covid. Hour 2: Lee talks about how the new Omicron 
variant has similar symptoms as the Flu and how we need to not let the government infringe upon 
our liberties with vaccine mandates. Hour 3: Lee talks about Facebook and how they are 
censoring the truth and deeming it, “misinformation.” He also takes you inside the statehouse and 
shines light on how bad the system is for appointing judges in South Carolina. Hour 4: Lee talks 
to Steven Brown about Republican primaries and why they need to close party elections to just 
registered Republicans.  

 Thursday 12/30/21: Hour 1: Bill Frady talks about the fake riot on January 6th and how all the 
committee’s will need to be disbanded if the Republican regain control. Hour 2: Bill talks about 
the Chief of staff’s comments on his “white rage”, and why this could signal a Coup. Hour 3: Bill 
talks about how the left is trying to purge all the teachers that are not subscribing to the Marxist 
propaganda. Hour 4: Bill talks about open carry gun laws and elites that carry guns but do not 
support your right to do so.  

 Friday 12/31/21: Hour 1: Bill Frady talks about Twitter suspended the person who started the 
MRNA vaccine. He’s pretty sure that he knows more about the vaccine than Twitter does. Bill 
talks about how studies have shown that in some cases, the unvaccinated are doing better than the 
vaccinated. Bill talks about Eisenhower’s comments encouraging Americans to stay strong and 
how they translate to today’s world. Hour 2: Bill talks about a squirrel that went on a rampage in 
Wales as it bit 18 people and other pets as well. He says that this would not have happened here, 
as the squirrel would have been shot instantly. Hour 3: Bill discusses with texter about which 
year was worse, 2020 or 2021? He also talks about how we have transitioned over the last two 
years while dealing with a pandemic. Hour 4: Bill talks about how our elites feel they are 



 

important enough to be able to carry guns but your everyday citizens are not important enough 
and should not have that right.  

 Monday 1/3/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee both return as they ring in the New Year and so did Don 
Lemon, over at CNN, who rang in the New Year, as he was drunk on air. They also talk about 
AOC and how she says Republicans are just mad because we cannot date her. Lee hits it on the 
head in that the only date we want out of her is the date she leaves office.  Tara talks about how 
Americans rarely agree on anything, but most Americans agree that 2021 was not a good year. 
Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about how the left is trying to have people treated for sicknesses 
determined by race and they are not hiding it because they do not have to. Tara talks about how 
journalists are starting to wake up and realize that there are many fake Covid positives out there.  
Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about Joe Biden and Putin going toe to toe over a possible invasion of 
Ukraine. Tara wishes he would spend more time worrying about the invasion down at the 
southern border. Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about general price increase across the board and how 
this is going to crush many middle class families.  

 Tuesday 1/4/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about how parents are using their kids as Guinea pigs 
as the left continues to believe the lie that the vaccine is the only way to protect you and your 
family. Tara talks about how the upstate is one of the most dangerous places in the country to 
drive. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about how the Democrats are trying to nullify the Electoral 
College without going through the Constitution. Tara also talks about how Joe Biden saying the 
price of meat going up because of greed is ridiculous. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about the year 
anniversary of what happened at the Capital being two days away. The media is already getting 
ready to spew false information and how no one has been directly charged with Insurrection. 
Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about things that people do that are just irritating and have you 
wondering about why would they do that?  

 Wednesday 1/5/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about how Biden needs to be held responsible for 
all these Covid cases in this country. He was saying that when Trump was in office, so what’s 
different now? Tara talks about a study in Israel that may suggest that your gold fish may be 
smarter than we thought. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about New York and the Dumpster fire it has 
become. Tara also talks about why the White House is holding back Monoclonal Antibodies for 
just white people. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about how Joe Biden talked about how Joe Biden 
said he had a plan for everything including how to stop Covid. Turns out all he has done is mess 
everything up and should have left Trump’s policies in place. Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about the 
Ashley Babbitt shooting at the capital and how Lee does not see things happening the way we 
were told.  

 Thursday 1/6/22: Hour 1:  Heidi Harris fills in for Tara as she talks to Lee about the one-year 
anniversary of what happened at that the capital. Hour 2: Heidi and Lee talk about how there was 
two winners of the Powerball and how they cannot remain anonymous. She also talks about how 
Clemson University is going to require masks in the classroom for everyone. Hour 3: Heidi and 
Lee talk about all the flight cancellations and how that flying used to be fun but those days are 
long gone. Hour 4: Heidi and Lee talk about the latest job report showing many people are 
quitting their jobs to work for themselves.  

 Friday 1/7/22: Hour 1: Heidi and Lee talk about the Ahmaud Arbery case and the two murderers 
who killed him because of his race. Heidi also talks to Tim about reaction to vaccine comments 
they both made. Hour 2: Heidi and Lee talk about the Omicron variant of the Corona virus and 
how everyone is panicking when this is a very mild form of the virus. Hour 3: Heidi and Lee talk 
about an upcoming court case about the federal government being able to enforce vaccine 



 

mandates. Hour 4: Heidi and Lee talk about the job increase numbers were not up to expectations 
of the Biden Administration.  

 Monday 1/10/22: Hour 1: Heidi talks to Lee about the sudden passing of Bob Saget in an Orlando 
hotel. Heidi hopes that it was not related to the vaccine and hopes they find the cause of his death 
soon. She also talks about how Politicians and radio talk hosts are just different because they can 
take criticism and shrug it off. Hour 2: Heidi talks to Lee about AOC and how we can laugh at 
her for the fact that she is triple vaxxed and always wears a mask and yet still caught Covid. She 
also explains why it grosses her out when servers wear masks. Heidi also takes calls from 
teachers who disagree with her stance on them being paid more. She believes they work hard but 
they are not the only ones, many people work hard and after hours. Hour 3: Heidi talks about how 
she has great respect for teachers, they work hard but so does everyone else. Hour 4: Heidi and 
Lee talk about how the Democrats are battling one another on policies. They also talk about the 
new variants and how you would think they would let up on Covid policies with November 
looming, but they are doing the exact opposite.  

 Tuesday 1/11/22: Hour 1: Tara returns as she talks about her bout with Covid and how she 
became her own Science experiment. Tara talks about how the media is lying to you in that we 
know the death total was inflated and hospitalizations were with Covid, not because of Covid.   
Tara talks to Tim about the NFL playoffs coming up and who are the leading favorites. Hour 2: 
Tara and Lee talk about how the CDC has said that the vaccine does not stop the spread of the 
virus. They also talk about how people in Australia may be compensated after having heart 
trouble, which caused them to be out of work for weeks, after taking the vaccine. Hour 3: Tara 
and Lee talk about how people are just done with democratic rule as they pack the U-Haul and 
move to red states. Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about how everything that was labeled as wrong, 
turned out to be correct on how to treat and handle Covid.  

 Wednesday 1/12/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about how revelations about how the virus started 
and why we cannot talk about it. It is because it will embarrass our government. Tara talks about 
how the Democrats all voted to not find out Corvid’s origins while Republicans all voted for it. 
Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about how Joe Biden is a blatant liar as he keeps telling stories about 
him being arrested for racial justice when he was actually a full on segregationist. Tara talks 
about what happened on January 6 as she plays a key audio that points to the FBI for having a big 
role on events that day. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about how the FBI is going into school districts 
and surveilling parents who they consider “terrorists.” This is ridiculous and shows how crazy 
our own leaders and government have become. Hour 4: Tara talks to Lee about, jokingly, why 
men need a good woman. They also talk about the forecast of inflation and how it is not going to 
get better anytime soon.  

 Thursday 1/13/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about how Joe Biden’s approval rating among 
Democratic leaning ethnicities is at an all-time low. Tara and Lee talk about how Joe Biden is 
leading the charge on voting laws while Americans struggle to pay for essentials due to inflation. 
Tara talks about the upcoming winter weather coming to the upstate this weekend. Hour 2: Tara 
and Lee talk about how the media is starting to not report the total number of Covid cases. They 
are doing this to protect Joe Biden when they blasted Ron Desantis for a rise in cases just a few 
weeks ago. Tara also talks about the Biden’s solution to inflation is what caused the problem in 
the first place. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about how over 600,000 moved out of California and 
New York as they look to escape Democrat controlled areas. Hour 4: Tara and Lee talks about 
how a man was charged with 3 counts of Attempted Homicide and admits that he is guilty. He 
bonded out and as a part of his plea deal, he received no jail time. Even the offender thought the 
deal was too lenient and lashed out at the prosecution. I wish we were joking.  



 

 Friday 1/14/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about the Supreme Court striking down the Biden 
vaccine mandates, ruling Biden overstepped his presidential power. Tara talks about Joe Biden 
lying about being an advocate for civil rights when in actuality, he was a full on segregationist. 
Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about the effectiveness of the vaccines and why the maker of the Covid 
vaccine is warning against vaccinating the public during an active pandemic. Tara also talks 
about how a man in the Northeast had his son taken from him after he gave his son Ivermectin. 
Hour 3: Tara talks about how the U.S. was so close to having a vaccine passport system, 
fortunately we were able to play the wait game while a majority of the world was not so lucky. 
Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about how it is not okay for Republicans to simply have conversations 
with Russians but Democrats can do whatever they want with whoever they want and no one will 
bat an eye.  

 Monday 1/17/22: Hour 1:  
The Tara Show – “Welcome Lee Bright filling in for Tara, Winter Wonderland, Voter Integrity 
Lee talks about local politics and offers strategies on how to vote in the coming elections. T2 Tim 
Snow producer for the Charlie James filling in for Tim Holcombe joins the show to talk about his 
wintery drive to the WORD studio this morning. He talks about voter integrity and encourages a 
fair election.  
Hour 2: The Tara Show – “Interview with Bobby Cox, Open Carry and SC Budget  
Bobby Cox joins the show to discuss his bills to support legal gun owners. In addition to this 
interview, Cox discusses the South Carolina budget and how voting works with the other 
Representatives in our state legislature.  
Hour 3: The Tara Show – “Interview with Curtis Loftis, Budget and Taxes 
Curtis Loftis joins the show to talk to Lee about state budgets and spending. Lee talks about taxes 
and how the government uses tax money to legally plunder our money. Lee talks about the winter 
weather here in the upstate of South Carolina and encourages everyone to drive safely.  
Hour 4: The Tara Show – “Interview with Bill Connor, Taxes, Socialism in Charleston,  
Bill Connor joins the show to talk to Lee about local projects that cost too much for taxpayers. 
He talks about the defacing of historical monuments in Charleston South Carolina. Lee talks 
about the detriment of socialist liberal policies in Charleston. He encourages everyone to 
peacefully protest what has been going on there.  
 

 Tuesday 1/18/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about the Icy roads and how, if you can, stay home. 
They also talk about how many people lost power but the majority of those have had it restored. 
Tara talks about how there are more Republicans than Democrats in this country now. She also 
talks about how an unarmed Black citizen has a better chance of being struck by lightning than 
being killed by a police officer while unarmed. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about how the 
government agencies are trying to find all the Republican voters because they are “White 
Supremacists.” You can be a blatant terrorist and the FBI will turn their cheek, just do not be a 
Republican or a Christian. Tara also talks to Christie Henderson about the rough terrain on the 
roads in the upstate. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about how the vaccine mandate for truckers going 
into Canada, has taken affect. They also talk about how there appears to be more Republicans 
than Democrats in this country. Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about the minority owner of the 
Warriors in saying they do not care about the Uyghurs in China. They also talk about a potential 
invasion of Ukraine by Russia.  

 Wednesday 1/19/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about how they both ordered their in-home Covid 
tests. They also talk about the craziness that is our current legal system. Tara talks to a caller 
whose daughter tested positive for Covid four times and was Asymptomatic each time, calling 



 

into question the accuracy of the test. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about how movies back in the 
80’s that just take you back to a better time in American history. Tara also confronts Lee about 
him rocking with a mullet years ago. She also talks about how you will be cancelled if you try to 
speak the truth about the left. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about how Democrats are calling anyone 
who opposes them on voting legislation as a racist and a domestic terrorist. Hour 4: Tara and Lee 
talk about how the government needs to take care of what is going on domestically before we 
worry about our ventures overseas.  

 Thursday 1/20/22: Hour 1: Tara talks about the Biden’s and Russia in how they have control over 
our president. Tara talks about how the left wants to rage a war against the right wing 
Conservatives. Hour 2: Tara talks about how TSA is now going to let immigrants fly on airplanes 
using their arrest warrants. Tara also talks about whether or not, money can buy happiness. She 
says it does not but it certainly does not hurt. Hour 3: Tara talks about the possible invasion of 
Ukraine by Russia. Biden cannot do anything to Russia because they own him and took away his 
leverage. Hour 4: Tara talks about a bizarre story coming out of the NCAA about Transgender 
athletes.  

 Friday 1/21/22: Hour 1: Tara puts the mainstream media on blast for their uproar about Biden 
being asked about his cognitive ability. They had no problem with coming after Donald Trump’s 
cognitive ability. Tara talks about how the Biden Administration is continuing to fight for illegal 
immigrants to come to America using an arrest warrant as an ID. Tara talks about Netflix and 
why her daughter has quit watching new shows. Hour 2: Tara talks about how the Secret Service 
is covering for Hunter Biden and Russia has a tight grip on Joe, which is why he must let Russia 
do what it wants to Ukraine. Hour 3: Tara talks about how an admissions counselor at Clemson 
University admitted to discriminating against students with any Republican ties. Hour 4: Tara 
talks about how Antifa has enough power to veto any speaker they choose and commit any 
crimes they choose. She also talks about how Democrats have brought back Train robberies.  

 Monday 1/24/22: Hour 1: Tara talks about our embarrassing leadership as our economy worsens 
and Biden only makes it worse. Tara talks about how the vaccine is failing and all you need to do 
is look at the most vaccinated country in the world, Israel. They just reached a record high in 
terms of Covid cases per capita. Tara talks about how a woman almost missed out on $3 million 
because the email went straight to spam. Would something like this happen to you? Hour 2: Tara 
talks to Fish Belk with Clemson College Republicans. They talk about the woman in the 
Undergrad admissions department over at Clemson that trashed Republicans trying to apply to 
the university. She also talks about how Aaron Rodgers came out and put the president on blast 
for calling this, “a pandemic of the unvaccinated.” Hour 3: Tara talks about what is going on in 
East Europe and how there is no current need to panic. Hour 4: Tara talks about how scientists 
were conspiring to form viruses that would become killers.  

 Tuesday 1/25/22: Hour 1: Tara talks to Lee as he returns and says that he is living proof that this 
is not a pandemic of the unvaccinated. Tara talks about how Russia has become the world power 
and the U.S. has become a distant 3rd. She also talks about how the Biden Administration is 
telling people in Ukraine that they are on their own to get out before the Russian invasion. Hour 
2: Tara and Lee talk about how Joe Biden called Peter Doocy a “Stupid SOB,” when he was 
asked a legitimate question. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about how Germany is appearing to side 
with Russia as they are blocking flights to Ukraine with ammunition. Hour 4: Tara talks about 
why we should not only not watch the Olympics, we should not even be there to begin with.  

 Wednesday 1/26/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about how Dr. Fauci and other doctors appear to 
have known that the virus had originated in the Wuhan lab for quite some time. Tara talks about 
how illegal immigrants are being brought into this country so they can vote for the Democrats. 



 

Tara talks about a transgender swimmer and how female heroes will be wiped out if males are 
allowed to compete against females. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about how Joe Biden is 
threatening Putin with sanctions and he could not care less. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about the 
shocking news about illegal immigrants being bussed to large cities in this country. Hour 4: Tara 
and Lee talk about hyperinflation and why this is man made by the Democrats.  

 Thursday 1/27/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about Supreme Court justice, Stephen Breyer’s 
retirement and what this says about the Democrats for the upcoming midterms. Tara talks about 
how Biden answers to his own staff, not the other way around. This is because they have Biden 
wrapped around their finger because of what they have on him. Tara talks about old styles that 
have started making a comeback. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about how the Army is partnering 
with Homeland Security to betray the American people at the border. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk 
about how Right leaning programs are beginning to be shut down due to woke companies. Hour 
4: Tara and Lee talk about how Kamala Harris is attending a swearing in of a new leader who has 
ties to anti-Semitic people.  

 Friday 1/28/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about our situation at the border as the Biden 
Administration has made it easier for criminals to come here. Tara talks about how it appears 
natural immunity is FAR superior to the shot and our elites withheld it from the public. Hour 2: 
Tara takes a call from a listener that says we need to stop the mandates for the health care 
workers. Ignoring the reports of natural immunity is a misstate some companies are making. 
Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about how the house and senate are just ignoring the shady dealings of 
the Biden family. Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about how our government always has a knee jerk 
reaction to every crisis we have and it is usually the wrong one.  

 Monday 1/31/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about how Joe Biden seems to care more about 
Ukraine’s border than our own.  Tara talks about an 84-year-old man in the U.K. who was caught 
driving without any sort of registration. He had been driving for over 70 years! Tara talks about 
the transgender Pennsylvania swimmer as the school promises to sue if Leah Thomas is not 
allowed to swim at the NCAA Championships in March. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about how 
Joe Biden has made us such a joke that European countries are meeting about what to do with 
Russia without the United States. Tara says you cannot blame them after all the backstabbing 
from the current administration. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about how the Biden administration is 
failing on so many levels, whether it’s Ukraine or verbally acknowledging that he will only 
consider a black woman for the Supreme Court. Tara talks to Producer Tim about the upcoming 
Super Bowl matchup between the Cincinnati Bengals and the Los Angeles Rams. They also talk 
about the announcement of Tom Brady’s retirement and why he may be waiting to publicly 
announce his decision. Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about the situation at our border and how 
people should only be able to apply for asylum to a neighboring country.  

 Tuesday 2/1/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about the Democratic Party and how they demand you 
have an ID for the vaccine passport but it’s racist to use it to vote. Tara talks about how vaccine 
protests have finally moved to this hemisphere for the first time in Canada. Tara talks about how 
we have seen studies that tell us shutdowns do not work. She knew this all along and if she knew 
it, they knew it and still shut everything down. Should a significant other have access to the 
others personal passwords? Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about how our problems at the border are 
the direct result of Democrat policy. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about new numbers that show 
people are losing faith in our elites to be able to govern. Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about how it 
appears we are in an abusive relationship with the left and they are in an abusive relationship 
with science.  



 

 Wednesday 2/2/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about Tom Brady’s retirement from the NFL. Tara 
talks about Joe Rogan and how he is by no means one of us but he had his "Red Pill Awakening" 
and the left is coming after him for it. Tara talks about how our government agencies no longer 
work for the people, they all pledge allegiance to our government. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk 
about our current economic situation and how people handled their stimulus money. Tara also 
talks about how the NCAA has come out with a new policy on Trans genders in female sports 
that will ruin female sports. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about how the left will somehow work in 
another variant to keep this Covid thing alive. Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about how the left is 
organizing the takeover of America with the destruction of the American family.  

 Thursday 2/3/22: Hour 1:  
Hour 1: Tara – “American Monopoly, Lockdowns and Canadian Convoy” Hr1 
Tara and Lee talk about finances, taxes and inflation under Joe Biden. Tara talks about the lock 
downs how the right was not allowed to debate them. She speculates the trucker convoy is 
making headway among Canadian politicians.  
Hour 2: Tara – “Russia and Biden, Medical Marijuana in the Upstate and Illegal Immigration” 
Hr2   
Tara and Lee discuss the issues surrounding Joe Biden and Russia. Tara talks about the latest 
medical marijuana bill to be voted on in the near future. She talks about the Biden 
Administration’s attempt of illegal immigration. 
Hour 3: Tara – “Cancelation and Censorship and The Effects of a Biden Economy” Hr3 
Tara and Lee talk about the hypocrisy and over-reach in the attempt to cancel Joe Rogan and 
other networks who have an opposing view of the issues of today. She talks about the “Genius” 
of Biden’s employment statistics in his first year as president. In addition, she talks about the 
effects unemployment has had on the economy.   
Hour 4: Tara – “Mainstream Deceit, Red Pilled and How They Under-Estimate You” Hr4  
Tara and Lee express their disgust of mainstream media and cancel culture. Tara talks about the 
collapse of modern American institutions due to woke culture. She talks more about the attack on 
Joe Rogan, the Canadian truck convoy and the biggest mistake the left makes on a daily basis.  

 Friday 2/4/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about another one of Joe Biden’s lies and/or delusions. 
Tara talks about Facebook taking down a freedom convoy page in America. Tara talks about how 
the left has torn families apart because of their Covid policies. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about 
how Biden claims responsibility for taking out an Isis leader and Tara does not fully trust the 
administration to tell the truth on this. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about how many Black 
Democratic voters are fed up with the Democrats but cannot bring themselves to Vote for a 
Republican. So they just stay home and don’t vote. Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about the 
percentage of people dating today, “playing the piano” after the first date.  

 Monday 2/7/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about Al Sharpton speaking out against Nancy Pelosi 
about not criticizing the Chinese government during the Olympics. Tara talks about what is going 
on with Freedom Convoy in Canada and how the Left is once again trying to flex their power by 
silencing opposing views. Tara relives the shocking moment in which Biden defending the 
Chinese government’s genocidal methods. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about Gofundme and how 
they took away the money from the freedom Convoy protestors but you can still donate to the 
violent Antifa. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about how we are being deceived by our government in 
how what is deemed false and canceled is proven true later. Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about the 
situation in Ukraine as the Biden Administration continues to spread panic. Lee says this just is 
not making sense as the troops we have sent would not stand a chance against 100,000 Russian 
soldiers.  



 

 Tuesday 2/8/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about the Freedom Convoy in Ottawa and how 
Trudeau calling it an “insurrection”, is laughable. Tara talks about how there are many more 
strains of the Covid virus and that will lead to all of us living in a communist world. Tara talks 
about the chaos going on down at the U.S.-Mexico border. Let’s just say, the current process 
down there is so flawed, it appears to be intentional. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about Hunter 
Biden’s crack pipe while having his dad cover up his actions. They also talk about how Joe Biden 
is helping to fuel drug user’s addictions. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about the green lighting from 
the Biden Administration for China to continue to do what they want with the Uyghurs as long as 
it was for unity. Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about how we may someday be able to use a cleaner 
form of energy but we cannot commit economic suicide to do it.  

 Wednesday 2/9/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about a new report showing that the science has 
changed on masks. Tara puts it on blast because we were silenced everywhere for saying the 
exact same thing. Tara talks about how the Freedom Convoy in Canada had a major victory in a 
major Province. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about the sky rocketing renting and housing prices due 
to Bidenflation. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about a new report about the decreased failure rate for 
children learning virtually. Lee says that a child’s success in school largely depends on parent’s 
involvement. Hour 4: Tara, Lee and Tim talk about a guy who placed a $4.5 million bet on the 
Cincinnati Bengals to win the Super Bowl. They also talk about how our elites do not seem to 
understand that Putin has complete control over everything that happens from here on out.  

 Thursday 2/10/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about the Canadians protesting the vaccine 
mandates. The left keeps villainizing any support for the protestors telling them to shut up. Tara 
talks about why she nailed her prediction about the Canadian truckers and how that would create 
problems for our elites. She also talks about why she making sure you know why she is taking 
credit for nailing this prediction. Tara talks about what studies show to be an effective way to 
lose weight and it may be easier than you think. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about a stunning story 
about a mom in Georgia who was arrested for something that Lee calls, “Ridiculous.” Hour 3: 
Tara and Lee talk about how the left believes one of the biggest threats to America is the first 
Amendment. Hour 4: Tara and Lee react to the breaking news about the inflation rate, which Lee 
says that puts the nail in the coffin of the Biden Administration.  

 Friday 2/11/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about how Joe Biden has an entitlement attitude as he 
made sarcastic remarks to NBC’s Lester Holt. Tara talks about how simple it would be for Biden 
to relieve the pressure of inflation on Americans where 8 out of 10 live paycheck to paycheck. 
Tara talks about how Bidenflation is going to affect your snack variety at your Super Bowl watch 
party. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about how the left is completely backwards in that they are fine 
with violent protests by BLM but cannot handle peaceful protests by the trucker convoys. Tara 
also talks about how the left is mad at Adele for saying she was proud to be a woman. Hour 3: 
Tara and Lee talk about how the media lied and lied some more saying inflation would not be a 
problem under Biden. They have finally admitted they were wrong after a year of those said lies. 
Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about the capital police answering to Nancy Pelosi and how they will 
crack down on Republicans.  

 Monday 2/14/22: Hour 1: Tara, Lee and Tim talk about the Super Bowl including a cool story 
about a star Wide Receiver for the Rams. Tara and Tim talk about Mattress Mack on whether or 
not he cashed out on a major bet on the Super Bowl. Tara talks about the big news that it turns 
out Trump’s claim that the government spied on his 2016 campaign was true. Hour 2: Tara and 
Lee talk about how the Democrats are no longer for the defunding of police. They also talk about 
how Democrats are illegally spying on the American people. Hour 3: Tara talks to SC Attorney 
General, Alan Wilson, about doctors being able to prescribe Ivermectin for Covid patients. Hour 



 

4: Tara and Lee talk about how the media called Trump paranoid for saying he was spied on by 
the Hillary campaign and the FBI. Turns out that he was right all along.  

 Tuesday 2/15/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about how Canada is cracking down on the peaceful 
protests based off advice from our federal government. Both of which are in favor of violent 
protests from BLM but peaceful vaccine protests are condemned. Tara talks about the media’s 
blackout of the bombshell report that the Trump Campaign was indeed spied upon by the Clinton 
Campaign. Hour 2: Tara continues playing clips from the media as they were calling Trump a 
Russian Operative. She talks to Lee about what this means going forward. Tara talks about a 
study suggesting your toilet is cleaner than your car. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about how the 
media spent three years, not only denying Trumps claims of his campaign being spied upon, they 
mocked him and said he was a Russian agent. Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about a new report that 
shows the Biden Administration still has no answer for rising inflation.  

 Wednesday 2/16/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about how the Science has changed, regarding 
masks that would have been deemed “misinformation” just a few weeks ago. Tara talks about 
Bob Saget and how it turns out that he had major brain damage. Tara talks about the biggest 
political scandal in this country, passing Watergate, as Hillary spied on Trump. She does not 
think the media will be able to black this out again. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about the inflation 
report that came out yesterday and how it is not going to get better anytime soon. Hour 3: Tara 
and Lee talk about how the American media will credit Joe Biden if Russia does not invade 
Ukraine. It’s laughable because Biden has absolutely no control over Putin. Hour 4: Tara and Lee 
talk about the Biden Administration’s plan to go all-electric within a few years but there are 
major problems with that plan.  

 Thursday 2/17/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about how much of a joke the tax cuts are in the 
state of South Carolina. Tara talks about the craziness of the Debanking process going on in 
Canada. Tara talks about the anniversary of the passing of Rush Limbaugh. Hour 2: Tara and Lee 
talk about the craziness going on in Canada and how all of a sudden if you donate to the cause,, 
you are a terrorist. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk what kind of tests they are running with people who 
tested for Covid using the PCR Test. Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about the Penn swimmer that 
identifies as a female but still has a male genitalia.  

 Friday 2/18/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about how Republican leadership is silent when they 
need to be outspoken about current issues. Tara talks about the Marxist Black Lives Matter 
Organization as she recalls advising the head football coach over at Clemson to stay away from 
being associated with these people. Tara tells a crazy story about a young boy who swindled a 
woman who was trying to help the boy. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about people being arrested in 
Canada as the tyranny continues. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about Black Lives Matter donations 
on Amazon has been suspended. Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about Republicans are bringing a bill 
that would sanction Putin if he invades Ukraine. They know the Democratic Party will vote it 
down and not do anything to Putin.  

 Monday 2/21/22: Hour 1: Tara – “Welcome to Bill Frady filling in for Tara, Rising Conflict, 
Truckers for Freedom, Mitt Romney and Social Justice Assassin” Hr1 
Bill and Lee talk about the conflict between America, Ukraine and Russia. Bill talks about issues 
the Canadian Government has over Truckers for Freedom protest. Bill Reminisces about the 2012 
election and talks about the weaknesses of Mitt Romney. He discusses the two-face politics 
Romney likes to portray.  Bill talks about the political assassination attempt in Kentucky and 
BLM. 
 
 



 

Hour 2: Tara – “Republican Betas, Desperate Liberals, and Insufficient Government” Hr2 
Bill and Lee talk about the Republican Party how the party does not use its power when they 
have it. Bill talks about the lefts desperate attempt to run Larry Hogan as president. Bill discusses 
what he would like to see in the 2024 election. Bill talks about Covid and the lefts handling of the 
pandemic.  
Hour 3: Tara – “Government Over-reach, Rising Crime in New York and Boosters” Hr3 
Bill and Lee talk about a caller’s comments about government over reach. They express their 
disgust for government intervention in the lives of everyday American citizens. Bill talks about 
the Crime surge in New York City due to over regulation on self-defense laws. He talks about 
vaccines and the booster.  
Hour 4: Tara – “Brutal Crime and Liberal Over-Reach, Upcoming Voting, Unwinding Pandemic 
and Chinese Olympics” Hr4 
Bill and Lee talk about a young Asian woman who was stabbed 40 times in her own bathtub. In 
addition, they discuss liberal politician over-reach. Bill talks about the unwinding pandemic how 
the current administration has failed Americans. Bill Frady ends the show talking about the 
Chinese regime’s ridiculous Olympic games.   

 Tuesday 2/22/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about the Canadians and the craziness going on in 
their federal government. Tara talks about what is happening in Ukraine as Putin is taking 
advantage of owning the Biden Family. Tara talks about shark attacks and how what we have 
been told about them is wrong. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about how Joe Biden becoming 
president was the best thing to happen to Vladimir Putin. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about a new 
law in Texas that will prohibit a minor to undergo a sex change until they are 18. Hour 4: Tara 
and Lee talk about a single mom who donated to the Freedom Convoy when it was legal and she 
had her accounts frozen.  

 Wednesday 2/23/22: Hour 1: Tara talks about the reason we have inflation is because the 
Democrats would not stop printing money. It has nothing to do with what is going on over in 
Ukraine. Tara talks about the one way that we could save ourselves from inflation and it’s one 
thing and Joe Biden will not do it. Tara talks about a certain clothing item that always seems to 
get lost when she does laundry. Hour 2: Tara talks about inflation and how the Democrats are 
falsely blaming Putin for it. Hour 3: Tara talks about how to get away with murder when 
Democrats are in power. Hour 4: Tara talks about the lie both Democrats and Republicans are 
trying to pass off to the American people that the Ukraine crisis could lead to inflation. Tara 
dives into why this is a big flat lie.  

 Thursday 2/24/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about Vladimir Putin invading Ukraine and why 
Tara believes Taiwan is the next country to fall. Tara explains to a texter as to why Joe Biden is 
weak but his administration is quite strong. Tara talks about why Democrats are cheering for 
Putin and Russia. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about how the left is pushing that stagflation will get 
worse because of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. Hour 3: Tara talks about how Liberals claim to 
be fighting Global Warming but we just kneecapped our economy to get Russian oil. So we 
basically have been funding our enemy and their war efforts. Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about 
how the next shoe to fall may be Taiwan going to China.  

 Friday 2/25/22: Hour 1: Tara talks about how Democrats are completely tone deaf to what is 
going on over in Ukraine, including John Kerry asking Putin to think about Climate Change. Tara 
talks about how it may be too late to save Ukraine. Tara talks about how Putin always wanted to 
be a superpower and challenge NATO. Hour 2: Tara talks about how Biden threw out sanctions 
knowing they would not do much to deter Russia from doing anything. Hour 3: Tara says we 
need to stop calling the Biden Administration weak, they just do not want the best for this 



 

country and are doing everything on purpose. Hour 4: While Tara condemns what Putin is doing 
Russia, but she says make no mistake about it, Democrats rhetoric towards Russia has been 
provoking him for years.  

 Monday 2/28/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about no matter what our government says about 
Russia and their invasion of Ukraine, you cannot take it seriously, as we are still funding the 
Russian war effort. Tara talks about how the Democrats only seem to care about global warming 
affects from the war and outright refuse to end our oil deal with Putin. Tara talks about how 
Trump sounded off on NATO for their awful deal with Russia. Tara talks about the upcoming 
hiking season and how her family loves to disconnect from technology for a weekend. Hour 2: 
Tara and Lee talk about the rise in prices of natural gas and how the Democrats will blame it on 
Russia. Hour 3: Tara and Lee explain how the Democrats want this war in Ukraine to take place 
because it benefits them. Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about how it’s that time of the year where 
people are falling to their deaths at nearby waterfalls.  

 Tuesday 3/1/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about how the Democrats have finally admitted to 
causing inflation. Tara talks about a slithery home invader in the upstate and why you should 
never kill it. Tara talks about all the misinformation and flat out lying from our media and how it 
is getting worse. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about how the Democrats are executing a plan of 
holding the American consumer hostage at the pump. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about vaccine 
passports and how there was an effort to push them here in South Carolina but it seemingly has 
been stopped. Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about how we are praising the Ukrainian leader when he 
is not someone we should be praising.  

 Wednesday 3/2/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about Joe Biden’s State of the Union speech and 
his many blunders. Tara talks about why Putin and Russian media has been banned off social 
media, shouldn’t we want to know what they are saying and why they are doing this? Tara talks 
about an interesting sub conscious thing people do in the bathroom. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk 
about Fentanyl and how it is becoming a problem in this country due to our open border. Hour 3: 
Tara and Lee talk about the rising price of oil as Joe Biden kept talking about it during his speech 
last night. Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about how the military is handling soldiers and their sex 
transitioning.  

 Thursday 3/3/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about what’s going on in Ukraine as the Russian 
forces advance. Tara talks about why Putin is doing what he is doing and how he will not stop 
anytime soon. Tara talks about how they are now saying shutdowns do not work and thousands 
of businesses were shut down for no reason. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about our children are still 
suffering in school from Covid lockdowns and they were all a lie. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk 
about how we need to be tighter on Drunk drivers in the upstate. Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about 
Governor McMaster saying, “We don’t shut down here in South Carolina.” Well governor…. 
You did, Tara says that he must think we are stupid.  

 Friday 3/4/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about how Ukraine should not be the main story; it is 
more of a distraction away from stagflation. Tara talks about how our officials are looking to do 
away with our imported oil from Russia. We’d love to help Ukraine but we just simply cannot 
help financially. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about how Jerome Powell has talked about having 
two reserve currencies. Tara says that would destroy the U.S. dollar. Hour 3: Tara talks with a 
local business owner, Diane Hardy, about how she is fighting the implementation of the Chinese 
Credit system. Hour 4: Tara debates Ukraine and Russia with multiple callers.  

 Monday 3/7/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about how we cannot just replace Russian oil as prices 
will skyrocket. Lee says it is clear we need to start producing oil again but Biden will not let us. 
Tara talks about how the Biden Administration knew that they were provoking Russia so they 



 

could blame Putin for inflation. Tara recalls when it was a big deal for oil to reach $100 a barrel, 
now it has reached $130 a barrel. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about how people are saying the U.S. 
Constitution should be voided because no one of color had a part in making it. Hour 3: Tara and 
Lee talk about how the Biden Administration has gone completely crazy with their definition of a 
“terrorist.” Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about how many people are calling for a no fly zone for 
Russian aircrafts but they are forgetting that would be an act of war.  

 Tuesday 3/8/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about how the Biden Administration refuses to drill 
here and begs the Saudi’s for oil. Tara talks about how Trump nailed a prediction that we would 
get to $7 a gallon gas under Biden. Tara talks about the founder of the Nazi party in Ukraine and 
how our media is lying to you about him. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about how we have got to 
ask a question about what Russia has on Biden as he keeps sending funds to them. Hour 3: Tara 
and Lee talk about the U.S. is no longer a world power as the Biden Administration has 
weakened us globally. Hour 4: Tara and Lee explain why inflation is only going to get worse 
over the next couple of months.  

 Wednesday 3/9/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about how Trump, incredibly, predicted how gas 
prices would skyrocket under Biden. Tara talks about Joe Biden flat out lied about oil production 
in the U.S. Tara talks about how even Democrats are calling for easing of restrictions of drilling 
on federal land for oil. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about how the Biden Administration is doing 
everything they can to inflate prices while they lie to you saying they are doing everything they 
can to lower prices. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about the sudden steep rise in gas prices across the 
country. Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about how we have two different cultures in this country, one 
that is proud and willing to fight for this country and the other who will flee at the drop of a hat.  

 Thursday 3/10/22: Hour 1: Tara talks about bio weapon labs in Ukraine and why Russia viewed 
these labs as a partially reason to invade. Tara talks about how it is an atrocity to see Ukrainians 
suffering and wants to know if Washington had something to do with the conflict. Tara talks 
about how the vaccine mandates were a waste of time and apologizes to those who lost their job 
or were forced to get the shot. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about a weird “situation” the Democrats 
are in with a certain drag queen performer. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about the new inflation rate 
as it could be going up even more. Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about how you would be crazy to be 
a cop in a country lead by Democrats. They also talk about a growing food shortage.  

 Friday 3/11/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about elites saying screw the average American citizen 
as gas prices spike. Tara talks about how she recently filled up her gas tank and it was crazy, she 
asks you to send her a picture of how much gas costs you. Tara talks about how Biden said in his 
campaign that he would end millions of jobs and would not think twice about it. Well, as Tara 
explains, he kept that promise. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about rising gas prices and how we may 
have a food shortage around the corner. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about how the Democrats are 
trying to break Americans economically. Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about a truck driver in 
Tennessee and what he is paying for gas.  

 Monday 3/14/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about new record high gas prices and Kamala has 
literally no answer for it. Tara talks to Tim about how Tom Brady is unretiring from the NFL as 
well as the upcoming NCAA Tournament. Tara talks about Lindsey Graham speaking out of both 
sides of his mouth about Russia. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about Joe Biden still blaming 
Vladimir Putin for all of the inflation, completely ignoring how inflation was rampant well before 
the threat of invasion. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about how mad Joe Biden is that Americans are 
blaming him for inflation. Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about how we could start seeing a shortage 
of both Wheat and fertilizer.  



 

 Tuesday 3/15/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about how inflation may actually be worse than what 
we first thought. Tara talks about Covid vaccines and why she begged companies to not enforce 
vaccine mandates and they may be paying the price soon. Tara talks about the crazy prices 
Americans are encountering at the grocery store. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about how Joe Biden 
is damaging our name to the rest of the world, something the Democrats claimed, falsely, Trump 
would do. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about how the Democratic leadership is using Tik Tok as 
way to push their propaganda. Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about the long lines at cheap gas 
stations while other stations have largely nobody due to high prices.  

 Wednesday 3/16/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about how we may be doing away with “Daylight 
Savings Time.” Are you a fan? Tara and Lee also talk about how many Americans do not believe 
Joe Biden will run for a second term. Tara talks about how world leaders were afraid of Trump 
and would respond to him quickly. Now they will not even answer Joe Biden’s phone calls. Tara 
talks about how the Biden Administration is ruining the value of the U.S. dollar. Hour 2: Tara 
and Lee talk about the uphill challenge in challenging Governor McMaster for the GOP nominee. 
Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about how Biden completely botched his handling of Russia. Hour 4: 
Tara and Lee talk about how the Biden Administration is being made fun of both foreign and 
domestically.   

 Thursday 3/17/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about how the Biden Administration is trying to use 
Ukraine to cause a recession. Tara talks about how we were not meant to stay still and we need to 
do something in which you move around, it will reduce stress and anxiety. Tara talks about how 
the price of oil has been jacked up by Democrats and we have not affected Putin at all. Hour 2: 
Tara and Lee talk about how we are at zero percent growth in our economy and no one knows or 
cares. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about how the Democrats are pushing for legislation that will 
prevent parents from having a say in their child’s school. Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about Russia 
trying to cleanse itself of western culture.  

 Friday 3/18/22 
 Hour 1: Tara – Welcome Bill Frady filling in for Tara, WWIII, Amendment II, WWII…A Brief 
History” Hr1 
Bill Frady and Lee Rogers talk about the Russia Ukraine conflict. They discuss new weapons of 
mass destruction and the possibility of WWIII.  Bill Frady discusses the second amendment and 
the right to bare arms. He talks about history of WWII and applies issues from back then to 
today.   
Hour 2: Tara – “Ukraine an Equal Opportunity Crisis with Bill Frady” Hr2  
Bill talks about Ukraine how the elites approach the crisis in Ukraine. He urges listeners to “do 
their own research” and not to listen to the mainstream media. Bill talks about Russia and China. 
He discusses the possibility of nukes and his stance on America’s involvement with the War in 
Ukraine. Bill Frady argues with caller Rick from Duncan about a hypothetical nuclear bomb 
situation. They discuss if Russia uses Nukes, would that be grounds to invoke article five.    
Hour 3: Tara – “Cause and Effect on the World Stage and Spineless Leadership with Bill Frady” 
Hr3 
Bill Frady filling in for Tara and Lee Rogers discuss the cause and effect of sanctions on China 
and Russia. Bill talks about the current leadership in America, how weak our leaders are and 
reminisces about his time in the military.  
Hour 4: Tara – “Interview with Senator Rex Rice, Guns, and Global Warming with Bill Frady” 
Hr4  



 

Rex Rice joins the show to discuss constitutional carry and current events with Bill Frady. Bill 
explains current gun trade regulations. He expresses his dislike of the regulations and the current 
process of buying a gun.  
 

"Red Meat, Greenville." 3/18/22 
 

 Monday 3/21/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about how they are now giving advice with how to 
live with inflation. Tara talks about how all our leaders do is lie and cancel the truth tellers in our 
society. Tara talks about the real reason Russia is afraid of having NATO on their border. Hour 2: 
Tara and Lee talk about how it is so frustrating that the truth is censored and falsehoods are 
allowed to spread. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about how the left claimed the Hunter Biden laptop 
story was Russian disinformation when it turns out it was anything but that. Hour 4: Tara and Lee 
blast the Biden nominee for the Supreme Court for her light sentences for child abusers.  

 Tuesday 3/22/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about how South Carolina is bringing back the firing 
squad as a method of execution for death row inmates. Tara talks about how it is apparent that 
our president is owned by Russia and/or China. Tara talks about her Battleground America 
podcast today as she breaks down the connection between Hunter Biden’s laptop and Ukraine. 
Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about how the Democrats have allowed the Covid hype to be turned 
down to help them in the polls. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about how we apparently still like a 
select few Russians as we failed to sanction a Russian Oligarch who has ties to Hunter Biden. 
Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about how the Democrats are trying to make gas prices high to force 
Americans to drive expensive electric cars.  

 Wednesday 3/23/22: Hour 1: Bill Frady fills in for Tara as he talks to Lee about how the left-
wingers want chaos in our legal system. They want to be able to establish their order with 
likeminded individuals. Hour 2: Bill and Lee talk about how many people around the country 
think that South Carolina is a hard core Republican state, when that is simply not true. Hour 3: 
Bill talks to Lee about how he should run for office and they also talk some racing. Hour 4: Bill 
and Lee talk about voting laws as the left claims it makes it harder to vote while the right says it 
upholds voter integrity.  

 Thursday 3/24/22: Hour 1: Bill and Lee talk about the confirmation hearings about Biden’s 
Supreme Court nominee. Hour 2: Bill gives his 10 facts about Ukraine, neither good nor bad. 
Hour 3: Bill and Lee talk about the supply of electric vehicles. Hour 4: Bill and Lee talk about 
our judicial system and the bringing back of the firing squad for executions.  

 Friday 3/25/22: Hour 1: Tara returns as she talks to Lee about we are currently in the midst of a 
currency war. Tara talks about how there are going to be food shortages in the U.S. and Biden is 
acting like it is no big deal. Tara talks about the flat out erosion of our first Amendment, just ask 
the Babylon Bee Twitter page. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about the vicious story about a woman 
being brutally attacked by three dogs. They also talk about how Trudeau was slammed by 
members of the UN. Hour 3: Tara talks to Diane Mitchell, President of Greenville County 
Republican Women, about a bill that will ban male born athletes from competing in women 
sports. Hour 4: Tara talks about Russia and how the Democrats wanted to start this war in 
Ukraine. She also talks to Shannon Bream about her latest book.  

 Monday 3/28/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about the awkward exchange when Will Smith 
rocked Chris Rock. Tara talks about how you can untie people of all kinds when you allow boys 
to cross over into women sports. Tara talks about how the left is starting to normalize pedophilia. 
Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about Biden’s gaffe in calling for the removal of Putin, which would 
escalate tensions with Russia further. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about how this country need to 



 

understand that we have chemical labs all around the world. Hour 4: Tara and Lee talk about how 
Joe Biden has caused food shortages due to sanctions but no one is blaming him for it.  

 Tuesday 3/29/22: Hour 1: Tara and Lee talk about how our economy is about to enter into a 
recession. Tara talks about how you cannot trust “business experts” on TV as they deceive you 
until the last second. Tara talks about how other countries view the U.S. as an unstable country 
financially. Hour 2: Tara and Lee talk about how Joe Biden has one gaffe after another and Lee, 
just like most Americans, has had enough of this nonsense. Hour 3: Tara and Lee talk about the 
law in Florida that is being highly criticized by the left as the “don’t say gay bill. All it does is 
prevent K5-3rd graders from hearing inappropriate topics at an early age. Hour 4: Tara and Lee 
talk about how our government seems to care more about the Ukrainian border than our southern 
border.  

 Wednesday 3/30/22: Hour 1:  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

DAILY TOPICS 
Q1 – January, February, March 2022 

The Vince Coakley Radio Program – Weekdays 10 AM – 12 PM 
Programming content included discussion with listeners and experts in the associated field of discussion. 

12/27: HR 1: JD STEPS IN AND TALKS ABOUT KAMALA HARRIS POPULARITY 
HR 2: KFC IN JAPAN…..FOR CHRISTMAS 

 
12/28 hr 1: Encouraging stories over the holidays 
Hr 2: Transformation Tuesday 

 
12/29 hr 1: Cancellation of the Holiday Bowl due to “Covid” 
Hr 2: Cancellation of the Holiday Bowl due to “Covid” 
 
 
12/30 hr 1: Getting involved in local politics and interview with Scott English 
Hr 2: interview with Allen Steveo 
 
12/31: hr 1: Banana and Mayo combo.  
Hr 2: Aaron Rodgers on alternative treatments for Covid 
 
1/3 hr 1: NASCAR looking into a driver’s endorsement   
Hr 2: Dr. Robert Malone being canceled 
 
1/4 hr 1: There is only two genders  
Hr 2: Transformation Tuesday 
 
1/5 hr 1: Government mandates 
Hr 2: Dems and Covid 
 
1/6 hr 1: One year since the riot 
Hr 2: : One year since the riot 
 
 
1/7 hr 1: Supreme Court Case on vaccine mandates 
Hr 2: Liberal Media 
 
1/10 hr 1: Not all Liberals support Lock Down 
Hr 2: Bob Saget’s death 
 
1/11 hr 1: Schools possibly moving to virtual learning 



 

Hr 2: Transformation Tuesday 
 
1/12 hr 1: Expecting snow this weekend 
Hr 2: Biden went down to Georgia 
 
1/13 hr 1: Greenville getting up to a foot of snow.  
Hr 2: Inflation and Biden 
 
1/14 hr 1: Upcoming Snow Fall 
Hr 2: Faith Focus Friday 
 
1/17 hr 1: The Biden Mandate, Racism in America 
Hr 2: Martin Luther King  
 
1/18 hr 1: Hostage situation at a Synagogue in Texas 
Hr 2: Solution to moving forward as a nation 
 
1/19 hr 1: Assaults on freedom of religion 
Hr 2: More winter weather, Church money 
 
1/20 hr 1: Angry Joe 
Hr 2: STOLEN ELECTIONS 
 
1/21 hr 1: Impending bad weather conditions 
Hr 2: Faith Focus Friday 
 
1/24 hr 1: Rerun 
Hr 2: Rerun 
 
1/25 hr 1: JD in for Vince as he talks about Biden calling Doocy an SOB  
Hr 2:  JD in for Vince as he talks about Biden calling Doocy an SOB 
 
1/26 hr 1: Mark Cuban’s new program 
Hr 2: Covid: Shutting down Florida Clinics 
 
1/27 hr 1: Potential upcoming snow 
Hr 2: Dems and Covid, Howard Stern  
 
1/28 hr 1: Extreme Cold Temperatures over the weekend 
Hr 2: Faith Focus Friday 
 
1/31 hr 1: Information War 
Hr 2:  Heartbreaking suicide case  
 
2/1 hr 1: Are the American People finally awakening?  
Hr 2: Transformation Tuesday 



 

 
 
2/2 hr 1: Ukraine 
Hr 2: Washington Football Team’s New Name 
 
2/3 hr 1: Canadian Trucker Protest 
Hr 2: Affairs at CNN 
 
2/4 hr 1: Good news for the economy  
Hr 2: Black Culture 
 
2/7 hr 1: Joe Rogan 
Hr 2: Ukraine and nuclear weapons 
 
2/8 hr 1: Percentage of Americans that will never reach the financial stability they want 
Hr 2: Transformation Tuesday 
 
2/9 hr 1: Let’s protect the most vulnerable; we do not need to lockdown everyone 
Hr 2: Olympics poor ratings 
 
2/10 hr 1: Democrat controlled states finally easing mask mandates  
Hr 2: Head trauma 
 
2/11 hr 1: Corrupt federal government  
Hr 2: Faith Focus Friday 
 
2/14 hr 1: JD talks about Valentine’s Day and the Super Bowl 
Hr 2: JD talks about Canadian Truckers 
 
2/15 hr 1: Clinton Campaign caught spying on the Trump campaign  
Hr 2: Canadian Truck Protests 
 
2/16 hr 1: Chad Adams as he talks about Decreasing taxes in NC and SC 
Hr 2: Canadian Truck Protests 
 
2/17 hr 1: Vince returns as he talks about false binary choices  
Hr 2: Interview with Diane Hardy, 
 
2/18 hr 1: No victim card in the Coakley household 
Hr 2: Faith Focus Friday 
 
2/21 hr 1: Vince talks about a possible War with Russia and Truckers for Freedom 
Hr 2: Critical Race Theory, Canadian Government freezing bank accounts 
 
2/22 hr 1: Russia and Ukraine  
Hr 2: Witches in Church 



 

 
2/23 hr 1: Freedom under attack 
Hr 2: Canada Crisis 
 
2/24 hr 1: Russia’s invasion of Ukraine  
Hr 2: Russia’s invasion of Ukraine  
 
2/25 hr 1: Russia’s invasion of Ukraine 
Hr 2: Faith Focus Friday 
 
2/28 hr 1: Ukraine’s Resolve 
Hr 2: Interview with Morgan Wright 
 
3/1 hr 1: Russian attacks in Ukraine  
Hr 2: Transformation Tuesday 
 
3/2 hr 1: Biden’s State of the Union speech  
Hr 2: Ukraine and Kamala Harris, Biden stumbles 
 
3/3 hr 1: Ukraine 
Hr 2: Ukraine 
 
3/4 hr 1: Chad Adams talks kids and masks  
Hr 2: Americans in Ukraine  
 
3/7 hr 1: Major League Soccer in Charlotte  
Hr 2: Covid Origins 
 
3/8 hr 1: Announcement of banning Russian Oil  
Hr 2: Transformation Tuesday 
 
3/9 hr 1: Heartfelt stories in wartime  
Hr 2: Bill Barr vs Donald Trump 
 
3/10: Hr 1: Politicians wasting more money  
Hr 2: Being Kind to strangers 
 
3/11 hr 1: Explains a piece of legislation in Florida  
Hr 2: Faith Focus Friday 
 
3/14 hr 1: Trans genders DE transitioning   
Hr 2: Biden Administration 
 
3/15 hr 1: the left brainwashing Americans  
Hr 2: Transformation Tuesday 
 



 

3/16 hr 1: Ukraine President addressing congress 
Hr 2: Nominee for a seat on the Federal Reserve  
 
3/17 hr 1: MMA fighters stop a gunman 
Hr 2: Staying with Daylight savings time permanently  
 
3/18 hr 1: Cutting back on energy vs increasing supply, mask mandates 
Hr 2: Faith Focus Friday 
 
3/21: hr 1: Leah Thomas 
Hr 2: Hunter Biden laptop  
 
3/22 hr 1: Confirming the Supreme Court Justice  
Hr 2: Confirming the Supreme Court Justice 
 
3/23 hr 1: no reason to teach younger children about sex or sexual identity  
Hr 2: Supreme Court nominee  
 
3/24 hr 1: Dog attack on a mother of 3  
Hr 2: Inflation  
 
3/25 hr 1: Biden refusing to take blame for rising gas prices while good Samaritans step up to the plate 
Hr 2: Faith Focus Friday 
 
3/28 hr 1: US becoming the world’s leading natural gas exporter by the end of the year 
Hr 2: Will Smith Slap heard round the world  
 
3/29 hr 1: Corporate America are nothing but perverts  
Hr 2: Transformation Tuesday  
 
3/30 hr 1:  
Hr 2:  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
 
 
 

DAILY TOPICS 
Q1 – January, February, March 

The Charlie James Show – Weekdays 3 PM – 7 PM 
Programming content included discussion with listeners and experts in the associated field of discussion. 

 Monday 12/27: Hour 1: Charlie talks about how Joe Biden had a bad weekend as he took a caller 
on a show that said, “Let’s go Brandon!” Joe Biden agreed with the caller and had Republicans 
laughing at him. Hour 2: Charlie talks about Phil Mickelson posing a legitimate question on 
twitter about Covid and Covid vaccines. Charlie also asks why we are cancelling basketball 
games for a weak variant of the virus. It makes no sense. Hour 3: Charlie talks about new policies 
that will allow for a certain group of people to be able to be paid more based off their skin color. I 
thought we were fighting to end this. Hour 4: Charlie talks about how Liberals just continue to 
change the definition of vaccine terms to fit their narrative.  

 Tuesday 1/3  
Hour 1: CJS – Happy New Year from Charlie James, the Social Disruption of Media and 
Government.  
Charlie talks about Marjory Taylor Greene banned from media. He talks about the threat of 
obesity, and the democrats use social media to further their totalitarian agenda. Charlie questions 
why the “so called” Republicans are ok with social media silencing those who democrats 
disagree with. Lindsay Graham hilariously gives Trump campaign advice. Sam Manley of the SC 
Republican Party joins the show to tell everyone about an upcoming event involving SC 
Politicians debating current issues.  
Hour 2: CJS – Megalomania, the End of Democracy, Dual System of Justice, Borrowing Biden 
Charlie talks about AOC’s extravagant vacation to Florida recently. Charlie comments on her 
recent tweet in response to those who publically disagree with her. Charlie predicts Joe Mansion 
will cave on voting for Biden’s Build Back Better plan. The radical left are investigating anyone 
who has had any dealings with Donald J. Trump after his presidential term in effort to smear his 
brand. Biden blames the suppliers instead of his bogus administration for the price increases.  
Hour 3: CJS – One-Sided Media, the Witch Hunt Continues, Impeachment 
Charlie talks more about Twitters one-sidedness on their social media platform. He points out the 
hypocrisy of the Taliban and other egregious organizations allowed to post on Twitter, but 
anyone on the right who disagrees are booted from the Platform. He talks more on AOC and her 
recent comments about conservatives.  Charlie predicts possible impeachment of Biden and 
Harris. Charlie talks about Hunter Biden’s life of crime and the lefts ignorance of it; however, 
they are looking for evidence to charge Trump and his family.  
Hour 4: CJS – Fauci’s Collaboration with Chinese Com.. Uh! Uh! Scientists, Full-Covid-Panic 
and Upcoming Elections 
Did Fauci slip up and almost tell the truth? Omicron is now non-existent in South Africa where it 
originated. Charlie talks about Dan Crenshaw who shows his true colors by not coming to the 



 

defense of Margery Taylor Greene. Charlie talks about Stacy Abrams and the upcoming 
primaries. 
 

 Tuesday 1/4 
Hour 1: CJS – COVID Mutation, Are Pharmaceuticals Safe, Fatal Fentanyl 
Charlie talks about IHU COVID variant discovered in France. Charlie talks about the increase in 
heart attacks and questions the reason they are on the rise. Scientists are measuring sewage to 
determine how many people infected with Covid. Fentanyl is now the leading cause of death for 
Americans age 18 to 45. 
Hour 2: CJS – An Authoritarian Agenda, Ron Desantis Alone in the Fight, Well Done FEDs,  
Charlie talks about the Agenda of the left. Charlie talks about Desantis how politicians on the left 
and right do not help him in his fight against the establishment. Charlie talks about the details Joe 
Rogan’s interview with Dr. Malone. Charlie reads an article from James Howard Kunstler 
highlighting the Government’s handling of the pandemic.  
Hour 3: CJS – Interview with Larry Behrens, Winey Democrats, Tuesdays with Timmons  
Larry Behrens joins the show to talk to Charlie about Joe Biden’s absurd presidency. Charlie 
talks about the democrats wining about the filibuster on Build Back Better. They think by wining 
they can change the rules in congress. William Timmons joins the show to talk about the 
filibuster and Joe Mansion 
Hour: 4 CJS – New COVID Variant, the Jan. 6th Witch-Hunt Must Go On, Biden Disconnected, 
Charlie talks more on the new COVID variant IHU. He compares COVID with the Flu. Nancy 
Pelosi is blocking documents from the Jan. 6th event at Capitol Hill. Charlie talks about Biden’s 
disconnection from the people of the United States.  
 

 Wednesday 1/5 
Hour 1: CJS – Prepare for January 6th 2022, Governments for Governments, Americans vs 
Politicians  
Charlie predicts the events of this year’s January 6th.  He talks about the Governments of the 
world turning on their people. They are using the vaccine narrative to do it. He talks about 
tomorrow’s showdown with the American people vs its politicians. He predicts Republican 
politicians will go along with the lefts narrative for the anniversary of January 6th.  
Hour 2: “CJS – Lilly-Livered Republican Politicians, Voting Ballet Inconsistencies  
Charlie talks about the collective cowardice of the elected leadership of the Republican Party. He 
talks about widespread voter fraud and the possibility of it happening again. Charlie talks more 
about the first anniversary of January 6th. Charlie gives an eyewitness story from a friend in 
Charleston who told him that people were voting in multiple districts.  
Hour 3: CJS – “Woke Culture, Unfair Vaccination Policies, Rock-Star Lifestyle” Hour 3 
Charlie talks about Chic Filet firing unvaccinated employees. T2 Producer Tim joins the show to 
give a review on Charlie’s Christmas party and his coconut cake. Charlie talks more on 
employees fined or fired for not vaccinating. Charlie talks about the frivolous lifestyle of AOC 
and other politicians who seem to think they can use our tax money to live lavishly. 
Hour 4: CJS – “Trump Cancels Press Conference, Rhinos will Strike Again, Totalitarian 
Government.” Hour 4    
Charlie gives his opinion on Trump canceling his speech tomorrow. Dems are trying to destroy 
the country. They want to beef up early voting by weakening the filibuster. He talks more on the 
anniversary of January 6th and how the left will be pushing their narrative and lies to continue the 
brain wash instead of giving you the facts.  



 

 
 Thursday 1/7 

Hour 1: CJS – “Welcome Lee Bright to Fill in for Charlie James, Judicial Reform,  
Lea bright talks about the state legislature and upcoming elections. He talks about the judicial 
system and gives his professional opinion on how the broken system can be fixed. He talks about 
his lack of faith in the medical system. 
Hour 2: “CJS – Interview with Sam Manley, Dirty Connections and Out of Control Budget.  
Sam Manley joins the show to talk to Lee Bright about the Greenville County meeting. Lee 
Bright talks about the SC budget system politicians may be taking advantage of. He talks about 
the differences in property tax in republican ran states and democrat ran states.  
Hour 3: “CJS – Political Corruption, Tyranny and Dark Money” Hour 3 
Lee Bright encourages South Carolina voters to “get out there and get in the game.” He talks 
more on the Multi-thousand dollar raises to our politicians. Lee talks about the rhinos in office 
and the democrats who have full control over the budget.  
Hour 4: “CJS – Is American Sovereignty Extinguished and the Chinese Threat” Hour 4 
Lee Bright talks about differences between liberals and conservatives in the US. Lee Bright talks 
about the threat of Chinese politics invading America. In addition, he talks about the physical 
threats they are making against America.  
 

 Monday 1-10 
Hour 1: CJS – “Welcome to Lee Bright filling in for Charlie James, Interview with Tom 
Fernandez, Taxation is Theft and Vaccination in the Low Country” 
Lee talks about property and taxes in the state of South Carolina. Tom Fernandez joins the show 
to talk about details in his fight against the Department of Transportation. In addition, he talks 
about the implementation of the vaccine mandates in Charleston.  
Hour 2: CJS – “Interview with Dave Swartz and D.O.T. Corruption 
Dave Swartz joins the show to talk to Lee more about infrastructure and taxes. In addition, 
Swartz discusses how special interest groups use politicians to enforce their agendas.  
Hour 3: Interview with Jeremy Segal and the Ultimate Agenda of the Left 
Jeremy Segal joins the show to discuss how to fix government corruption. In addition, Segal talks 
about history’s politics and compares it to today’s politics. He also, he talks about radical left 
narratives and the ultimate agenda of the left.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Interview with Johnathan Hill Senator from Anderson County, Infrastructure and 
Taxes” Hour 4 
Johnathan Hill joins the show to talk to Lee about Secretary Hall’s multi-thousand dollar raise. 
Hill gives his opinion on spending and taxes. He talks about Bills he plans to put forth to 
reinforce our second amendment rights. Lee ends the show with taxes and infrastructure.   
 

 Tuesday 1-11  
Hour 1 – CJS - “Welcome to Lee Bright Filling in for Charlie James, Interview with Tommy 
Dimmesdale of Palmetto Gun Rights  
LeeBright talks about the Rand Paul’s recent interview with Dr. Fauci. Tommy Dimsdale joins 
the show to talk to Lee about plans for his constitutional carry bill.  Dimsdale continues to 
discuss the current rights infringed with today’s gun laws.   
Hour 2: CJS – “Interview with Senator Tom Davis and Medical Marijuana 



 

Lee talks about the sad state of policies put forth by the SC Legislature. Senator Tom Davis joins 
the show to talk to Lee about his medical marijuana Bill. Davis goes into detail about the bill and 
argues that medical marijuana is a great substitute for opioids.  
Hour 3: CJS - The SC Budget with Lee Bright and Tom Davis Infrastructure and Taxes” Hour 3 
Lee continues the interview with Tom Davis about the SC Budget and answers questions about 
the medical marijuana bill. Lee talks about Infrastructure in South Carolina, the six million dollar 
budget and income tax.  
 
 
Hour 4: CJS – “A Broken System and Davis’s Medical Marijuana Bill Hour” 4 
Lee Bright talks about the over-all political system. He gives his views on how the system could 
be fixed. Martha from Charleston calls in to challenge Tom Davis’s medical marijuana bill. She 
picks apart the bill and claims it is copy and paste from other states.  
 

 Wednesday 1-12 
Hour 1: CJS – Welcome Back Charlie…How was COVID?” Hour 1 
Charlie talks about his experience with COVID. He talks about the vaccines mandates and his 
thoughts on the left’s handling of the pandemic. In addition, he talks about the Georgia Bulldogs 
beating Alabama Crimson Tide.  
Hour 2: CJS – FDA Red-Tape and Lyin Biden Biden Strikes again 
Charlie talks about the FDA and their authoritarian over-regulation. He Calls out Biden for more 
lies and asks, “When is the African American Community going to say ‘Enough’? Biden told 
supporters he was arrested when he was young. When did this happen? 
Hour 3: CJS – Interview with Candace Carroll from Americans for Prosperity, Ted Cruz and We 
Miss you Rush 
Charlie and Candace talk about current political issues. He questions why all of the live webcam 
feeds that view the White House cut off. Charlie gives tribute to Rush. He expresses how much 
he misses Rush during this difficult time in our country.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Snow in the Upstate, Gain of Function, Mandatory Vaccines and Flu-rona” Hour 
4   
Charlie talks about the bad weather coming to the upstate of South Carolina. He talks about 
Fauci’s lies to Rand Paul and gain of function research. He talks about a person who complains 
about the unvaccinated and blames them for government regulations. The Ronald McDonald 
House in Canada plan on evicting children 5 years old and over who are not vaccinated.  
 

 Thursday 1-13 
Hour 1: CJS – “NO OSHA MANDATES! Is this Really a Translation?” Hour 1 
Charlie talks about how the Supreme Court voted recently. As of now, there is no OSHA 
Mandate. He goes on to discuss the unconstitutional vaccine mandates and talks to callers about 
their disdain for wearing masks. Charlie comments on Australia’s recent comments on to the 
unvaccinated in their country. 
Hour 2: CJS – “Interview with Drew McKissick, We’ll See about that Lindsay Graham, 
Interview with Mark Bocker and Trump   
South Carolina GOP Chairman Drew McKissick joins the show to talk about the Republican 
Party and gives his thoughts about the future of the party. Charlie talks about Lindsay Grahams 
comments on the next party house leader. Mark Bocker joins the show to talk to Charlie about the 
OSHA mandates.  Jen Psaki ignores activist group’s video of the assassination of Trump.  



 

Hour 3: CJS – Interview with Meteorologist Ray Miller and a possible Winter Wonderland 
Ray Miller joins the show to explain the winter storm that is going to hit us over the weekend. 
Charlie talks about the upcoming weather and tells some stories when he was snowed in. T2 Tim 
Snow joins the show to talk to Charlie about winter shut-ins and pan fried steaks.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Well-Done Biden, Upstate Pizza, Kamala said WHAT? Where is your Spine 
Government? 
Charlie talks about the visible evidence of failed policy and inflation. Producer Tim once again 
joins the show to talk to Charlie about their favorite Pizzas in the upstate, Kamala Harris was 
interviewed and did not even know what planet she was on. Charlie questions, if an invasion 
were to occur, why should we fight for a government who is not willing to fight for us? 
 

 Friday 1-14 
Hour 1: CJS - “Authoritarian Up-Bringing, Fragile Joe and Liberal Ideology” Hr 1 
Charlie talks about Hunter Biden’s ex-wife, who plans to write a tell-all book about Hunter. He 
talks about Hunter’s poor business practices and other politician’s children who think they are 
above the law. Charlie talks about the media how they relentlessly defend Joe Biden. He talks 
about liberals and the lunacy of their voting record.   
Hour 2: CJS – Attack on Freedom and Immigration Policies” Hr 2 
Charlie talks about the left’s attack on freedom. Rachel Maddow wants to pack the court and 
implement vaccine mandates. Charlie expresses his disgust of these ideas. Charlie talks about 
illegal immigrants how the left is using them for votes and argues that they are living off of our 
tax money.   
Hour 3: CJS – “Interview with Larry Lyin Biden Strikes again and Government Sanctions 
Lying Biden holds a finally holds a press conference. Charlie talks about Biden how his reasons 
for running keep changing. He talks more about the upcoming winter storm and sanctions on the 
Nord Stream 2 Pipeline. The democrats do not care. It’s all about what benefits them.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Liberal Parenting, Snow In the Upstate and Inflation 
Charlie theorizes liberal parents are manipulating their children into joining the LGBTQ 
community. T2 Tim Snow joins the show to talk to Charlie about how much snow South 
Carolinians have to deal with. Democrats are trying to sell the lie that inflation is temporary.   
 

 Monday 1-17 
Hour 1: CJS – “Welcome Heidi Harris filling in for Charlie James, Canadian Mandates, Good 
Advice and Oversensitive to Social Media” Hr 1 
Heidi talks about the Canadian Mandates and the effect the mandates may have on the trucking 
industry. T2 Tim Snow joins the show to discuss what he would tell his 25-year-old self with 
Heidi. Heidi talks about the authoritarian attack on freedom of speech, and how sensitive the 
public is to differences of opinion. 
Hour 2: CJS – “What…Hostage Situation? Interview with Robert Spencer Executive Director of 
Jihad Watch and Fired for Kneeling 
Heidi talks about a Hostage situation that took place at a Synagogue in Texas. Robert Spencer 
joins the show to talk to Heidi about the attack in Texas. Heidi and Spencer question the 
credibility of the FBI’s response to the attack. Heidi talks about a High school coach fired for 
praying.  
Hour 3: CJS – “Interview with Dr. Kelly Victory, Ivermectin and Hydrocodone and 
Psychological Care” Hr 3 



 

Dr. Kelly joins the show to talk to Heidi about the vaccines. Dr. Kelly gives her medical 
perspective on the virus and how the vaccines work. Dr. Kelly gives some interesting information 
about Ivermectin and Hydrocodone. Heidi talks about the youth of America and the accumulation 
of psychological care.  
Hour: 4 CJS – “Interview with Dan Snow Truck Driver for 30+ years, The Trucking Industry, 
Football and Working Radio Hr 4 
Dan Snow from Spartanburg joins the show to talk to Heidi about the tight regulations on truck 
drivers. They discuss the possibility and effects of a trucker strike. Heidi takes calls from other 
truckers who weigh in on the trucking industry. She talks football and the cons of working 
morning shows for radio.  
 

 Tuesday 1-18  
Hour 1: CJS – “Charlie’s Covid experience, Winter Storm, Fake Politicians and Inadequate 
Government” Hr 1  
Charlie talks about his Covid experience and the winter storm that hit in the upstate. He talks 
about Dan Crenshaw and debates his faith as a Christian based on comments he made about hero 
figures. He talks about Adam Kinsinger and Ray Epps. Charlie expresses his disgust of the Biden 
administration how they have completely failed Americans in leadership.  
Hour 2: CJS – “The Media are Going Crazy, Forced Jabs and Unconstitutional Treatment” Hr2  
Charlie talks about AT&T drops One America News from their servers. The media is doing 
everything they can to cancel who they do not agree with. Carhartt disregards their employees 
and implements Vaccine mandates. He talks about the unconstitutional treatment of the sick and 
the unvaccinated.  
Hour 3 CJS – “Nothing is Adding Up, What is Causing the Rising Increase in Deaths? Tuesday 
with Timmons and Failed Leadership” Hr3 
Charlie talks about the random policies around COVID and the vaccines, how some of the 
government’s suggestions do not make any sense. Drewcilla, a nurse from Greenville, tells 
Charlie her perspective of deaths and what she thinks may be causing it. Congressman William 
Timmons joins the show to talk to Charlie about how the democrats are so successful in matters 
of politics. Charlie discusses the over-all failure of the Biden administration.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Yellowstone, Covid and The View’s Interesting Theory” Hr4  
Charlie talks about one of his favorite TV Shows “Yellowstone” T2 Tim Snow joins the show to 
talk about horseback riding. Charlie talks a call from Barbara in Union. Barbara tells Charlie 
about her perspective on Covid. Charlie talks about Joy Bahar’s and Woopie Goldberg’s 
Comments on the view about conservatives.  
 

 Wednesday - 1-19 
Hour 1: CJS – “Basic Morality, Full Covid Panic and Biden’s Success” Hr1  
Charlie is feeling better. He talks about his symptoms from his Covid experience. He questions 
the portrayed strength of omicron and compares it to the flu. Charlie talks about the change in 
Howard Stern from when he got his start in radio. The left is blaming the un-vaxed for the Covid 
variants. Charlie discusses Biden’s success so far. He compares Biden to Trump and questions 
Biden’s ability to lead a country.  
Hour 2: CJS – “Biden’s Press Conference, Is Biden the Worst President? Voting Laws” Hr2 
Charlie and T2 broadcast some of Biden’s press conference live over the air. Charlie discusses 
the particulars of what was aired. He discusses Biden’s spending plans and plans for the 
economy. He comments on Biden’s answers to reporters about voting laws.  



 

Hour 3: CJS – “Wednesdays with Candice Carrol, Spaghetti Brains Biden, Lies and Deceit and 
Interview with Nick Fondacaro” Hr3 
Candice Carrol from Americans for Prosperity joins the show to discuss her thoughts about taxes, 
employment and Free Market in South Carolina. Charlie comments more on Biden’s press 
conference. He continues to point out the lies and deceit of the Biden Administration. Nick 
Fondacaro joins the show to discuss his thoughts on Biden’s press conference.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Hugh Hewitt, Biden’s Cognitive Ability and The Divider and Chief” Hr4  
Charlie talks about the member of the senate who may be practicing shady politics. He talks 
about Hugh Hewitt who claims, “There are no political prisoners being held at this time”. More 
from the Biden press conference. Charlie talks about the company Carhartt who decided to fire 
employees who are not vaccinated.  

 Wednesday – 1-26 
Hour 1: CJS – “Unbelievably Racist, Kamala for SCOTUS? Unconstitutional Mandates” Hr 1 
Charlie questions the reason Justice Stephen Breyer may be stepping down. He comments on Jen 
Psaki’s remarks on appointing a new judge. Charlie questions if Kamala Harris is in the running 
to take Breyer’s place in the Supreme Court. Charlie talks about how vaccine mandates are an 
infringement on your rights.  
Hour 2: CJS – “45th and 47th, Neil Young’s True Colors, The CDC’s New Covid Decrees” Hr2 
Charlie talks more on SCOTUS and racism in America. Will Trump run again? Charlie talks 
about Neil Young who wants Spotify to stop airing The Joe Rogan Experience Podcast.  Charlie 
comments on the CDC’s latest findings on omicron.  
Hour 3: CJS – “American’s for Prosperity Interview with Candace Carrol, Interview with 
Congressman William Timmons” Hr3  
Candice Carrol joins the show to talk to Charlie about her fight for health care in the state of 
South Carolina. In addition, they discuss the possibility of legal medical cannabis in South 
Carolina. Congressman William Timmons joins the show to talk to Charlie about Justice Stephen 
Breyer stepping down from the Supreme Court.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Time for a Reckoning, The Evil Left and Fauci Praise his Name” Hr 4 
Charlie talks about what he thinks the left deserves moving forward. Charlie talks about a Florida 
school district who had secret meetings with a student about gender. He talks about Don L. Scott 
Jr.’s comments about Governor Youngkin. Charlie talks about the Media’s odd praise for Dr. 
Anthony Fauci. 
 

 Thursday 1-27 
Hour 1: CJS – “Government Betrayal and Illegal Immigration” Hr 1   
Charlie talks about the abuse of power the American Government blatantly executes. Charlie 
comments on leaked audio indicating illegal immigration executed by the Biden Administration. 
He talks about the lack of coverage of this story by the mainstream media. Charlie tells his 
thoughts on illegal immigration and offers solutions on how to fix the problems.  
Hour 2: CJS – “Interview with Drew McKissick, How to Vote in the Midterms, Canadian 
Convoy and Cassette Tapes” Hr2 
Drew McKissick joins the show to discuss Immigration and his thoughts on fixing political 
problems moving forward. Charlie talks to callers about the midterms and gives his advice on 
voting. Charlie talks about Trudeaeu’s comments about the Canadian Convoy. T2 Tim Snow 
joins the show to talk to Charlie about cassette tapes and other older forms of media. 
Hour 3: CJS – “Woke Culture, Interview with Lindsey Curnutte and the Greater Good” Hr3 



 

Charlie talks about the attack on freedom of speech that woke culture is promoting. He talks 
about the media discrediting Joe Rogan to push their “woke” narrative. Lindsey Curnutte joins 
the show to talk about Justice Stephen Breyer stepping down from the Supreme Court. Charlie 
talks about the similarities between the left and the 1930’s National Socialists.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Trump vs Biden…the Battle of the Presidents and a Broken Government” Hr4 
Charlies compares President Trump’s and President Biden’s conversation with Ukraine. He talks 
about the differences between them on other immigration and foreign policy. Charlie talks more 
about the leaked audio that indicates possible illegal trafficking by the Government.  
 

 Friday 1-28  
Hour 1: CJS - “No Snow for the Olympics, Make Peace Not War and Thankyou Truckers” Hr1 
Charlie comments on a report from a left wing organization that claims there will be no more 
snow by the year 2080 due to global warming. He talks about the Biden administration pushing 
war with Russia. Charlie talks about the truck convoy in Canada. Charlie praises the truckers for 
standing up for freedom.  
Hour 2: CJS – “Mask Mandates, Virginia School Board, Jussie Smollett, From Pandemic to 
Endemic” Hr2  
Charlie talks about Biden’s latest comments on masks. He talks about a Virginia parent Carrie 
Lewis’s remarks on Governor Youngkin and the Virginal School Board. Charlie talks about 
Jussie Smollett’s accusations of a hate crime committed against Smollett and questions his 
credibility. He talks about the the pandemic and questions if the virus is here to stay. 
Hour 3: CJS – “Insane Bicyclists, Biden’s Phone Call to Ukraine and Get Woke is a Disgusting 
Movement” Hr3 
Bicyclists build petition Charleston to build a very expensive Bridge over Ashley River in 
Charleston just for them. Charlie talks about the call between Joe Biden and Ukraine. Are the 
Biden Administration blocking the transcript of the call? Charlie talks about woke culture. A 
member of LGBTQ who was sentenced to 2 years in prison in a female facility. 
Hour 4: CJS – “Canadian Trucker Convoy, Rise in Immigration Arrests, Twisted Media, Rising 
Medical Costs, Soft Leadership and Mini Mouse’s Pants Suit” 
Charlie talks more on the trucker convoy in Canada. He comments on illegal Immigration and 
predicts a rise in arrests by spring. Charlie talks about mainstream Media how they mislead the 
public and refuse to report News they do not agree with. He comments on inflation and the rise in 
cost of insulin.    
 

 Monday 1-31 
Hour 1: CJS – “Trucker Convoy, Lindsay Sham and Canadian Propaganda” Hr1 
Canadian law enforcement tries to intimidate the Truckers of the Canadian Truck Convoy. 
Charlie talks about Lindsay Graham and is comments on the January 6th event. He talks more on 
the Convoy and Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s comments on the convoy.  
Hour 2: CJS – “Denied Health Care, Aggravated Ignorance, Nation-Wide Stupidity and Lindsay 
Sham” Hr2  
Charlie talks about a man in Easley SC, denied health care due to his vaccination status. Charlie 
talks about Whoopi’s comments on The View about World War II. He talks about the stupidity of 
democrat policies, how those policies are destroying our country. Charlie talks more about 
Lindsay Graham, how Graham is against pardoning January 6th  offenders.  
Hour 3: CJS – “Interview with Chris Chmielenski, Rogan vs Spotify and Canada Convoy Hr3 



 

Chris Chmielenski joins the show to talk to Charlie about Immigration in America, how other 
countries are seizing advantages of the Biden Administration’s liberal policies to further their 
agendas. Charlie talks about CBS news network, how they should be all for freedom of speech. 
He talks more about the truck convoy in Canada.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Trust the Science, Forced Vaccinations and Rampant Authoritarianism” Hr4 
Charlie discusses the lefts idea of what is science. He points out the irony, how we need to trust 
the science; however, the science keeps changing every other day. Charlie talks the 
authoritarianism running rampant through our country. He talks about the bogus statements said 
by the Pretender and Chief.    
 

 Tuesday 2-1 
Hour 1: CJS – “Lindsey Graham and SCOTUS” Hr1 
Charlie talks about Lindsey Graham’s pick for Supreme Court. He compares these comments 
with Graham’s comments about January 6th. Charlie receives several calls and listens to the point 
of view of listeners on Lindsey’s SCOTUS Pick. Charlie reveals what he would like to see in a 
SCOTUS nominee.  
Hour 2: CJS – “The Power Grid, the Truck Convoy, Australian Authoritarianism and American 
Authoritarianism” Hr2 
Charlie discusses why democrats are pushing their preferred energy consumption. He hopes to 
see a convoy protest in the United States. He talks about authoritarianism in Australia how 
Australian un-vaccinated are not allowed to visit their sick children. Charlie follows up on 
Whoopi’s comments on The View about Nazism.  
Hour 3: CJS – “Hershey’s Chocolate, Tuesdays with Timmons, Andrew Breitbart and Shady 
China” Hr3 
Hershey is forcing vaccines on their employees and denying religious exemption.  Congressman 
William Timmons joins the show to talk to Charlie about the National Debt, Immigration and 
possible war, Charlie wishes Andrew Breitbart a happy birthday and offers his respect for the 
man. He talks about the Biden Administration’s relationship with China.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Feminized Men, Biden and China and Racial Discrimination” Hr4 
Charlie talks about the increase in population for the LGBTQ community. In addition, he talks 
about the cowardice in colleges, how they cannot handle freedom of speech. Charlie discuss the 
relationship between the Biden’s and China. Also, he talks about the hypocritical laptop scandals 
of Hunter Biden.  Charlie questions if racial discrimination wrong. 
 

 Wednesday 2-2 
Hour 1: CJS – “Trump vs Graham, Whoopi Suspended and Corrupt Media” Hr1  
Charlie talks about Joe Biden’s SCOTUS nominee and Donald Trump’s response to Lindsey 
Graham’s comments about those arrested on Jan. 6.  He talks about Whoopi’s Nazi comments. 
Whoopi suspended from performing on the television show The View. Charlie talks about Jeff 
Zucker’s recent allegations, how the media are trying to cover it up.  
Hour 2: CJS – “Canadian Truck Convoy, American Pandemic and Canadian Police” Hr2 
Charlie talks about the trucker convoy in Canada. The convoy is a protest against Canadian 
vaccine mandates. Did it actually work? Charlie talks about the common disdain the average 
American has towards masks and vaccine mandates. Charlie talks about the reaction of the 
Canadian officers and officials over the convoy. 
Hour 3: CJS – Wednesdays with Candace, Closed Primaries and Interview with Tim Graham” 
Hr3 



 

Americans for Prosperity Candace Carrol joins the show to talk to Charlie about her fight for the 
average SC worker in an attempt to lower taxes taken out from federal and state. Charlie talks 
about the corruption in the SC State Legislature. Tim Graham joins the show to talk to Charlie 
about authoritarian regimes in the Olympics.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Scams in the Upstate, Freedom Convoy, Fauci’s Infatuation of China and A Big 
Day of News” Hr4 
Charlie talks about the news report of frauds here in the Upstate of South Carolina. He talks more 
on the Freedom Convoy in Canada. Charlie talks about Fauci’s obsession to protect china over 
the Corona virus. Charlie ends the show with all of the headlines of the day. 
 

 Thursday 2-3 
Hour 1: CJS – “Biden's Stupidity and Fake Media" Hr1 
Charlie talks about Biden's latest comments about a firearm that was recovered in a crime. Biden 
blames the 2nd amendment for crimes involving guns. He seems to think a Glock with forty 
rounds is a "weapon of war". Charlie expresses his disgust for the media and their in-ability cover 
these kinds of stories.  
Hour 2: CJS – “Illegal Immigration, Blatant Disrespect, Re-Education for Children and 
Immigrant Take-Over of Jobs” Hr2   
Charlie theorizes the reason why democrats support illegal immigration. He talks about the 
disrespect the left has for Americans who believe in freedom. Charlie talks about the lefts plan to 
re-educate our children in the school systems. He talks about illegal children with sponsors 
instead of parents. He questions if these children hold back American children from learning. 
Hour 3: CJS – “Take your Vitamins and War with Russia” Hr3 
Charlie talks medical facts and vitamins. He questions Biden’s sanity in going to war with 
Russia. He expresses great concern and speculates what a war with Russia would be like. He 
talks about Matt Lee’s interview with the Biden administration about false flags with Russia.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Mask Mandates in California, Lying Biden, Truckers for Freedom and Stand and 
Fight” Hr4 
Gavin Newsome and other California officials recently caught in a picture without a mask. 
Charlie talks about Joe Biden’s fake statistics and lies. Charlie gives an update on the convoy in 
Canada. He talks about the inconsistencies of cancel culture and more on the possible war with 
Russia.  
 

 Friday 2-4 
Hour 1: CJS – “A Difference of Opinion, Protect the Children, Fake Republicans and Forced Jabs 
Charlie talks about rising tensions worldwide because of different political ideas. He comments 
on a California school who barricaded children in their gym for not wearing masks. Charlie 
comments on so-called Republicans who talk out of both sides of their mouth and gives various 
examples of forced jabs in America.   
Hour 2: CJS – “Olympic Hypocrisy, Mike Pence is Delusional, 
Charlie talks about the hypocrisy of the support for communist countries participation in the 
Olympics. He comments on former Vice President Mike Pence’s remarks on voting. He talks 
about the upcoming election and gives his thoughts on who does not have a chance to win.  
Hour 3: CJS – “Lie after Lie and Liberal Child Abuse” Hr3  
Charlie talks about the various lies told by the Biden Administration and the media. He talks 
about the Governor of California, how it is ok for him to go out in public without a mask but not 



 

ok for students to show up to school without a mask. In addition to the madness, he comments on 
a school board that is training kindergarteners to protest.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Child Indoctrination, Liberal Propaganda and Truckers for Freedom Hr4 
Charlie talks about liberal teachers who are trying to indoctrinate students to their ideology. He 
talks about the election for mayor in New York. He talks about racism against white people on 
the New York Police force. Farmers are driving their tractors to Canada to join the Trucker 
Convoy. He talks more on liberal Hollywood and their temper tantrums.  
 

 Monday 2-7  
Hour 1: CJS – “Joe Rogan’s Podcast, Truckers for Freedom, Hate Mail and Authoritarianism” 
Hr1 
Charlie talks about the latest liberal hypocrisy over Joe Rogan’s podcast. He talks about the 
Canadian government prohibiting anyone from feeding or fueling the Truckers for Freedom 
convoy. Charlie shares a hate email from a disgruntled listener he received over the weekend.  
Hour 2: CJS – “Peace and Security, Mask Hypocrisy and Medical discrimination with Senator 
Josh Kimbrell” Hr2  
Charlie talks about a new bill discussed to legally spy on Americans. He talks about the left’s 
hypocrisy of wearing masks, how it is ok for them not to wear them in certain situations, but how 
dare anyone beneath them do not wear a mask. Josh Kimbrell joins the show to talk to Charlie 
about his thoughts pertaining to medical organization who are discriminating against the 
unvaccinated.  
Hour 3: CJS – “Truckers for Freedom, Climate Awareness with James Taylor of the Heartland 
Institute and Lucky Lottery” Hr3 
Charlie discusses the Truckers for Freedom convoy and speculates if the same movement will 
happen in America. In addition, he talks about the Canadian Government’s absurd fight against 
the protest. James Taylor joins the show to discuss former President Barack Obama’s new 
Mansion, how his actions effect the climate according to the lefts standard of climate awareness. 
T2 Tim Snow joins the show to talk to Charlie about a man who won the lottery back-to-back.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Fauci’s Legacy, Biden Disconnected from Reality and Truckers for Freedom. 
Hr4 
Charlie talks about Fauci, how his legacy will be remembered in years to come. He talks about 
Biden’s recent comments about his plans for dealing with Russia and Ukraine. Charlie talks more 
about the truck convoy in Canada, how the Canadian government is banning air-horns for 10 
days. 
 

 Tuesday 2-8  
Hour 1: CJS – “Ridiculous Democrats, Entitled Left and Mass Manipulation” Hr1 
Charlie begins the show talking about doctors who profess masks are not necessary to protect us 
anymore in opposition to the left’s idea of science. Charlie discusses the extreme sense of 
entitlement the left has adopted. He talks about the media’s mass manipulation of the American 
people since 2016. He elaborates on stats not covered by the media or acknowledged by top 
scientific communities and officials. 
Hour 2: CJS – “Bang-Up Job Biden, Fake Republicans and Illegal Spying at the Capitol” Hr2 
Charlie talks Biden’s reprehensible record as President of the United States. In addition to his 
presidency, he discusses how bad his approval ratings really are. He talks about how the Senate 
infested with fake republicans. Charlie talks about Capitol Hill police are illegally spying on 
members of congress.  



 

Hour 3: CJS – “Unexplained Deaths, Tuesdays with Timmons and the Intolerant Left” Hr3 
Charlie talks about corruption in the house and senate. Congressman William Timmons joins the 
show to discuss ethics between democrats and republicans in the senate. He discusses the 
growing conflict between Russia and America, and the U.S. economy. He talks more on 
discrimination of unvaccinated Americans. 
Hour 4: CJS – “Happy Anniversary Producer Tim, Woke Hypocrisy and Virtual Learning” Hr4  
T2 Producer Tim joins the show. Charlie wishes T2 a happy anniversary. Charlie talks about 
authoritarian social media platforms who do not allow certain views on their platforms. He talks 
Whoopi Goldberg’s suspension and the hypocrisy of the left’s cancel culture. He talks about the 
future of virtual learning in Greenville SC. 
 

 Wednesday 2-9 
Hour 1: CJS – “Mandates, Innocent until Proven Guilty and Side-Effects they DON’T tell you 
About” Hr1 
Charlie questions the science on masks and gives his thoughts on mandates generally. He 
discusses the hypocrisy in American leadership on masks and references smokers as an example.  
He talks about the prisoners of Jan. 6 held and the violation of their rights. He talks about the 
vaccines how they may have had brutal and fatal effects on those who have received it.  
Hour 2: CJS – “Appreciate Life, Woke Culture does More Harm than Good and Enabled Drug 
Use” Hr2   
Charlie talks to producer T2 Tim Snow about National Pizza Day and comments on 
environmentalists who do not eat meat.  He talks about the issue of race in America how Biden 
has made it worse. He talks about hard drugs how Biden is enabling their use.  
Hour 3: CJS - “Interview with Americans for Prosperity Candace Carrol and Drugs.. the Real 
Pandemic” Hr3 
Candace Carol joins the show to talk to Charlie about Senate Bill 295 and the effects the Bill will 
have on South Carolina Citizens. Charlie talks about the real pandemic in America. Hard drugs 
have plagued the world for centuries now, yet Biden wants to make it easier to consume them. He 
talks about congressional representative Jim Jordon’s comments in a recent interview about 
Truckers for Freedom.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Biden the Terrible, National Pizza Day and the Irony of Comedy” Hr4 
Charlie talks about the Biden administration how they are using the media to try to manipulate 
the American people. He predicts the administration will try to take credit for ending Covid in 
light of the lefts new enlightenment about Covid. Charlie talks national pizza day with listeners 
on the text line. He talks about Joe Rogan and the attempt by the media to cancel his show on 
Spotify and Heather McDonald’s collapse.  
 

 Thursday 2-10 
Hour 1: CJS – “Detrimental Consequences, Inflation 40-Year High and Mandates Accomplish 
Nothing” Hr1 
Charlie talks about a fund set aside for members of congress for covering up their lies and deceit. 
He talks about Inflation now at a 40 year high. Charlie comments on Biden’s recent remarks 
about inflation how Biden’s optimism is detrimental to the country. Charlie talks about the 
mandates and unexplained deaths around the world.  
Hour 2: CJS – “Interview with State Chairman Drew McKissick, Truth Drop Medical Marijuana, 
Bob Saget’s Cause of Death 



 

Drew McKissick joins the show to talk to Charlie about the democrat’s new revelation about the 
pandemic. Charlie talks about SC passing medical marijuana. He reads from the bill and it turns 
out if you have a need for medical marijuana, you have to forfeit your right to bear arms. Charlie 
talks about Bob Saget’s death and what may have caused it. He talks more on the medical 
marijuana bill and what may happen due to the portion in the Bill about giving up your right to 
bear arms.  
Hour 3: CJS – “Interview with Steve Milloy, Clearing the Swamp and Un-Explained Increase in 
Deaths” Hr3 
Steve Milloy joins the show to talk current issues with the democrat party. Milloy wishes to see 
the republicans take more action against the authoritarian left. He talks about the race between 
Nancy Mace and Katie Arrington. He discusses the unethical tactics Mace is using against her. 
He talks about some of her accomplishments and her indorsement from former President Donald 
Trump. He talks about the increase in unexplained deaths, how Fauci may be involved.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Truckers for Freedom, Biden’s Approval, and War Watch with Russia” Hr4 
Charlie talks about Truckers for freedom how the left is losing their minds over the convoy’s 
protest. He talks about the Biden Administration’s approval ratings and their recognition of their 
failure with the pandemic. Charlie expresses his disgust for the NFL’s wokeness. He ends the 
show with the conflict between Biden and Russia 
 

 Friday 2-11 
Hour 1: CJS – “Sheer Joy in Vegas Schools, Voter Fraud, and Repeat of History” 
Charlie plays a heartwarming clip of children celebrating the lifting of mask mandates in a Vegas 
school district. Charlie talks about fraudulent voting In Wisconsin. Charlie predicts the Biden 
administration will treat Americans who may get stuck in Ukraine will be treated the same as the 
administration treated Americans in Afghanistan.    
Hour 2: CJS – “Mask Mandates, Truckers for Freedom, Mass Surveillance and War with Russia 
Hr2 
Charlie talks about mask mandates how mandates do not work. He talks about Truckers for 
Freedom how the left is doing everything they can to slander the movement. Charlie talks about 
the CIA conducting massive surveillance on the American People and the growing conflict with 
Russia.  
Hour 3: CJS – “Interview with Candidate Katie Arrington, Plummeting Networks and Canadian 
Emergency Powers” Hr3  
Katie Arrington joins the show to talk to Charlie about her stance on Ukraine, the Democrat 
Party, mandates and Truckers for Freedom. Charlie talks about Don Lemon how insignificant his 
CNN TV show is. Charlie talks about the Canadian Government taking the freedom convoy 
Truckers’ licenses. 
Hour 4: CJS – “The Drums of War, Immature Biden and Truckers Unite” Hr4 
Charlie talks about the possible war between America and Russia. In an interview with Lester 
how Biden blows off a question about inflation. He talks about the attack on the Trucker convoy. 
Police are trying to arrest the truckers in Milk River Alberta Canada. Charlie ends the show to 
remind everyone of his Birthday on the 17th.  
 

 Monday 2-14 
Hour 1: CJS – “Another Clinton Scandal” Hr1 
Charlie talks about Hillary Clinton’s political campaign caught spying on Trump. He talks about 
the interview with Trump how the media is in complete denial of the Clinton Administration’s 



 

latest discovered scandal. Charlie discusses the backlash from Trump supporters how hypocritical 
the democrats are.  
Hour 2: CJS – “The Derham Report Interview with Mike Lapier and Blue Jeans” Hr2 
Charlie talks more on the latest Clinton Scandal and the Derham Report. Mike Lapier running 
against William Timmons for Congress joins the show to talk to Charlie about his thoughts on the 
Derham Report and Jan 6. Charlie talks about Levi’s jean company employee who walked away 
from their job after expressing their views.  
Hour 3: CJS “Canadian Government Over-Reach, Reminiscing Chris Wallace and Woke NFL” 
Hr3  
Charlie talks about the Trucker’s for Freedom convoy in Canada how the Canadian Government 
is trying to silence the protests. Charlie remembers Chris Wallace’s moderation of the debate 
between Trump and Biden. He compares Chris Wallace’s moderation with Lesley Stahl’s 
interview in regards to spying on the President. Charlie argues with caller over famous icons and 
sports stars kneeling during the Anthem as a protest.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Hard Facts, Who Killed 2 Pac, Super Bowl National Anthem and Charlie Doesn’t 
like Music” Hr4 
In response to caller Jason from Clinton, Charlie discusses the death rates between races involved 
in crimes. T2 Producer Tim joins the show to discuss who killed 2 Pac. Charlie talks about the 
Super Bowl halftime show. He listens to a clip of the national Anthem and comments on the 
performance. Charlie reveals a secret he has been harboring. T2 Producer Tim weighs in to end 
the show.  
 

 Tuesday 2-15 
Hour 1: CJS – “Biden vs Russia, Shifty Media and Republican Opposition against War with 
Russia” Hr1 
Charlie discusses the differences in Biden’s dealings with Russia and Trump’s dealings with 
Russia. He talks about N.A.T.O. and other countries involvement with the organization. He talks 
about how the Democrats are dealing with Russian conflict, how Republicans are putting up a 
fight to ridiculous planning by the left. 
Hour 2: CJS – “Pillows for Truckers for Freedom, Woke Culture and Gun Rights” Hr2 
My Pillow owner CEO sends pillows to trucker’s convoy in Canada. Charlie expresses his praise 
for Mike Lindell and talks about other companies who have come out in support of the trucker’s 
movement. Charlie talks about the lefts all-out assault on Lindell and his company just for having 
an opinion. Charlie talks about an assassination attempt on a conservative candidate in Kentucky 
how the left is using it to try to take your 2nd Amendment rights.  
 
 
Hour 3: CJS – “Interview with Curtis Houck, Spying Hypocrisy and Tuesdays with Timmons” 
Hr3 
Charlie talks more about the democrats spying on Trump during his presidency. He points out the 
differences in the republicans and democrats on their handling of the situation. Congressman 
William Timmons joins the show to discuss his thoughts on the democrats spying on Trump.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Mike Lapier Responds to Timmons, Spy Gate, 361 Shutdown” Hr4 
Mike Lapier running for congress against Timmons joins the show to respond to Charlie’s earlier 
interview with Timmons. He comments on what he would do as a congressional representative in 
Timmons’s place. Charlie comments on Tulsi Gabbard’s latest comments on Spy Gate. Charlie 
responds to 361 a texter who sympathizes with leftist ideology. He quickly shuts the texter down.  



 

 
 Wednesday 2-16  

Hour 1: CJS – “Full Canadian Panic, Can you Trust the Bank, Yearly Inoculations, Happy Day 
before my Birthday” Hr1 
Charlie discusses the authoritarian Canadian Government seizing the accounts of those who are 
in and support the Truckers for freedom movement. Charlie talks about banks and the justice 
system, how the two are linked and the over-reach of the Canadian and American Governments. 
Charlie talks about the FDA approving Biden’s plan for yearly inoculations. T2 Producer Tim 
joins the show to talk about their birthdays.  
Hour 2: CJS – “The Resentful Left and Wasting Money” Hr2  
Charlie theorizes why the Clinton campaign would spy on Trump. He asks the question if it were 
not the Clintons and just a normal citizen who spied, they would be held accountable. He talks 
more on the yearly shots how the white house is “doing what they do” to enforce it. He talks 
Greenville counties latest endeavor wasting tax dollars to build stuff that really isn’t needed.  
Hour 3: CJS – “Interview with Americans for Prosperity Candace Carrol, SC Taxes and 
Trudeau’s Ridiculousness” Hr2  
Candace Carrol joins the show to talk to Charlie about McMaster’s plan to give South 
Carolinians a sizable tax break. Trucker Bob Russel White running for Governor of South 
Carolina calls in to talk to Charlie about his tax plans for South Carolinians. He comments on 
Trudeau’s controversial remarks at Parliament.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Media Gas Lighting, Republican Cowardice, Partisan School Boards, 
BREAKING NEWS: American Trucker Convoy 
Charlie talks about the media’s gas lighting of the American people over Trumps presidency. He 
talks about Republican leadership and questions their courage. Charlie compares them to Upham 
from the move Saving Private Ryan. Charlie talks about liberal school boards how they are 
supposed to be non-partisan.  
 

 Thursday 2-17 
Hour 1: CJS – “Happy Birthday Charlie, Rare Occasion, Rising Death Rates and the Canadian 
Government” Hr1 
Today is Charlie’s birthday. He talks about his celebration plans for the night. He talks about the 
T.V. show The View and finds himself in agreement with them which is a rare occasion. Charlie 
compares different death rates over the past 5 years and discusses the reasons he thinks they are 
rising. He talks about Justin Trudeau and the Canadian Government how they are debating if the 
Tucker’s for freedom are affiliated with the Nazis.  
Hour 2: CJS – “Interview with Drew McKissick, Ukraine and Russia, Interview with 
Representative Josh Kimbrell, 
Drew McKissick joins the show to talk to Charlie about Hillary Clinton’s latest Spy Gate scandal. 
Charlie discusses the report about a false flag Russia may use to invade Ukraine. Representative 
Josh Kimbrell joins the show to talk to Charlie about the houses tax cuts plans for South 
Carolina.  
Hour 3: CJS – “My Birthday is a Big Deal, Spy Gate and the Breaking Bad TV Show” Hr3 
Charlie talks more about his birthday how it is a day that should be celebrated. He talks about 
Hillary Clinton and the backlash over Spy Gate. He comments on an interview with Clinton 
responding to the accusations. Charlie talks about the TV show Breaking Bad how it promotes 
drug use.   
Hour 4: CJS – “Climate Change, Canadian Divide and Authoritarian Scientists” Hr4    



 

Charlie talks about Andrew Jesler’s recent comments on global warming. He talks about climate 
change and questions the science Charlie comments on recent remarks from Canadian woman 
about the truck convoy. She pleads with her government to join them instead of oppose them. He 
talks about the CDC how they are behind big tech social media canceling uses for disagreeing 
with the science. 
 
 

 Friday 2-18 
Hour 1: CJS – “We’ve Lost Canada, State Leadership and the Sneaky Left” Hr1  
Charlie starts the show on the topic of Canada arresting their citizens for supporting Truckers for 
Freedom. He talks about Tim Scott, Lindsey Graham and other state representatives who are not 
voting for conservative based policies. Charlie talks about the sneaky left how they sneak in 
policies to win favors and further their agenda.  
Hour 2: CJS – “Interview with Zoe Warren Running for Lt. Governor, Illegal Immigration and 
Sanders is on the Wrong Side” Hr2 
Zoe Warren joins the show to discuss the reason he and running-mate Trucker Bob’s visit from 
the FBI. He implies the importance of stopping the left and their authoritarian policies. Charlie 
talks about the southern border, how Biden has let 62.000 illegal immigrants in to the United 
States. Charlie talks about Bernie Sanders how, on occasion, Sanders has a good idea.  
Hour 3: - CJS – “Interview with Canadian Resident Karen Straughan and Interview with Trent 
England” Hr3 
Karen Straughan gives her perspective as a Canadian about the Trucker’s Convoy, and her 
Government. Trent England joins the show to discuss his view how democrats have seized 
control and what people need to do to overcome the authoritarianism plaguing the country.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Canadian Hypocrisy, Too Much Power and Woman Trampled in Canada” Hr4 
Charlie talks about protests in Cuba in 2021. He calls out the hypocrisy in Canada’s comments 
about democracy and compares it to the protesters from the trucker’s convoy. He comments on 
Trudeau’s treatment of the protesters and questions where Trudeau’s loyalties truly lie. He talks 
about a video that surfaced of Canadian police trampling protesters with their horses. Charlie 
expresses his disgust for the treatment of the protesters and questions Trudeau’s ability to lead.  
 
Monday 2-21  
Hour 1: CJS - “Welcome Heidi Harris filling in for Charlie, Interview with Dr. Kelly Victory” 
Hr1 
Dr. Kelly Victory joins the show to talk-to-talk to Heidi about Covid and vaccines. She explains 
the impact of the pandemic in the medical field from a doctor’s perspective. Heidi continues the 
interview with Dr. Kelly to shed more light on other forms of treatment that can help  
Hour 2: CJS – “ 
Hour 3: CJS – “ 
Heidi talks about Franklin Graham how he asked everyone to pray for Putin. She talks about  
Hour 4: CJS – “ 
 

 Tuesday 2-22 
Hour 1: CJS – “Truth Social, Biden’s Stupidity, Itching for War and the Ways of War” Hr1 
Charlie talks about the launch of Donald Trump’s new social media app Truth Social. He 
discusses Biden’s recent statement about Russia and Ukraine. He discusses the left and Rhino 



 

republicans. Do they want this war? Charlie talks about the repetition of history in ways of war 
how we are repeating the same mistakes and fighting the same fights from before.  
Hour 2: CJS – “Interview with Trucker Bob Muscle-White running for SC Governor, An 
American Convoy,  
Trucker Bob joins the show to tell his voters what his plans are as Governor. Charlie hits the 
phones lines talks to Mark, a Truck driver from Greenville. He gives his perspective as a trucker 
about Trucker's for Freedom. Charlie talks about Trucker’s for freedom coming to America. He 
discusses how he thinks the Government will handle the protest.  
Hour 3: CJS – “Interview with Bobby Prempah, North Carolina Politics, Inflation with Biden, 
Tuesday with Timmons. 
Charlie talks about North Carolina candidates facing opposition by the left. The lefts tactic is to 
associate the candidates with Jan. 6 to slander them and attempt to keep them from running. 
William Timmons joins the show to talk to Charlie about the conflict with Biden and Russia. He 
questions whether Biden has the spine to deal with a war of this scale and a leader like Putin.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Trump was harder on Putin, Social Silence, Hail to the Queen and Birthdays” 
Hr4   
Charlie discusses President Biden’s first year as the President of the United States. It has only 
been one year and Biden already has us in a War with Russia. He talks about a Canadian Youtube 
content creator whose channel taken down due to the Canadian Government. The creator covered 
the Trucker’s Convoy. Charlie talks about Queen Elizabeth treated for Covid with Ivermectin. 
Charlie and T2 Tim Snow end the show with what they did for their birthdays this year.  
 

 Wednesday 2-23 
Hour 1: CJS – “What a Day, Russia vs America and Canadian Political Shift” Hr1 
Charlie talks about Joe Biden and the difference in how Trump handled Putin vs Biden. He talks 
about the vaccines and the risks associated with them. Charlie talks about Covid. In addition, he 
talks about Canada and their shift to authoritarianism.  
Hour 2: CJS – “Prophetic Signs, Mirroring China, Canada Caves and Passports” Hr2 
Charlie talks about the push for digital identification. He questions if this is a sign of the Mark of 
the Beast prophesy in the bible. In addition to this, he discusses the Lefts ideas of 
authoritarianism how the policies they want to put forth are eerily close to china’s communist 
policies. Justin Trudeau final lifts “state of emergency’ over the Truckers in Canada. Charlie 
questions if Canada will stop going after Canadians who joined and supported the Truckers for 
Freedom protest.  
Hour 3: CJS – “Interview with Candace Carrol from Americans for Prosperity and Forbidden 
Tech” Hr3 
Candice Carol from Americans for Prosperity joins the show to talk to Charlie about cottage food 
laws; Charlie discusses the embrace of digital identification by South Carolina and other 
conservative states. He questions whether this is wise considering the amount of power the 
Federal Government already has. Joe Rogan interviewed Majid Nawaz on the topic of digital 
currency. Charlie gives his thoughts about this topic. 
Hour 4: CJS – “Term Limits, CPAC 2022, Canadian Freedom, Gender Wars” Hr4  
Charlie talks about the length of time politicians have been in power. Some of them have been 
there for decades. Charlie talks about Tulsi Gabbard who was-invited to speak at CPAC. Charlie 
talks about a protester in Canada was brutally beaten. Charlie ends the show with an analysis of 
today’s young men.  
 



 

 Thursday 2-24 
Hour 1: CJS – “Bumbling Biden vs Russia, NATO Betrayal and Rhino Republicans” Hr1 
Russia has officially invaded Ukraine. Charlie gives his thoughts about the Biden’s actions that 
may have caused this tragedy. Charlie talks about the NATO treaty how other countries have not 
held up to their end of the deal.  
Hour 2: CJS – “COVID Cards, Interview with Wendy Damron about Convention of States” Hr2 
Charlie talks about the push for COVID cards and passports. He plays a clip from Joe Rogan’s 
Podcast with Majid Mawaz and comments on the rise of this kind of technology. Wendy Damron 
joins the show to talk to Charlie about convention of states. She expresses her optimism about the 
petition.  
Hour 3: CJS – “Interviews with Shane Massey about Regulating Businesses and Author Larry 
Klayman about Biden’s Foreign Policy 
Shane Massey joins the show to talk to Charlie about bills put forth to regulate South Carolina 
businesses. Larry Klayman joins the show to talk to Charlie about Biden’s foreign policy 
decisions how his decisions have endangered the American people.  
Hour 4: CJS – “No Respect for America, Rising Gas, Corruption and China Speaking Up” Hr4 
Charlie discusses possible reasons Putin has lost respect for America. He talks about the rising 
gas prices in America how the Russia conflict ties in to your gas prices. Charlie reacts to Psaki’s 
comments about Joe Biden’s sanctions on Russia. Charlie theorizes the reason Biden does not 
want Putin in Ukraine because there may be information there Biden does not want to get out.  
 

 Friday 2/25 
Hour 1: CJS – “The Woes of War, Keystone XL Pipe-Line and Rising Gas Prices Wining 
Lindsey” Hr1  
Charlie opens the show with comments from Joy Behar about her inability to travel due to the 
war and the pandemic. Charlie discusses Lindsey Graham’s recent comments about Joe Biden’s 
war. Charlie talks about gas prices in Clemson. He discusses Lindsey Graham’s vote for Supreme 
Court Judge.  
Hour 2: CJS – “ZERO Respect for the Associated Press, Putin gets a Slap on the Wrist, The 
Clintons Emerge and The Power of Russia” Hr2 
Charlie expresses his disgust for the mainstream media. He talks about an interview between 
Matt lee and Ned Price. He talks about Ukraine and Russia how the sanctions are not doing 
anything to deter Putin from doing what he wants on the world stage. Charlie talks about Hillary 
Clinton’s recent emergence from “God knows where”. He talks about the power that Russia has 
and the consequences of waging an all-out war.  
Hour 3: CJS – “Freedom Convoy Rally and Fundraiser in the Upstate, 361’s Daily Spasm and 
Fuel to the Fire” Hr3 
Linda from Freedom Convoy Fundraiser joins the show to tell everyone how to get involved with 
the movement and how to donate. Charlie hits the text line to respond to 361’s empty threats and 
absurd comments about the truckers. He talks more on the Russian and Ukraine incident how 
corruption in the Biden Administration has fueled the fire.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Tulsi Gabbard and CPAC and Russian Sanctions” Hr4 
Charlie talks about Sean Hannity’s reaction to Tulsi Gabbard’s coming speech at CPAC. Charlie 
discusses the latest news on Russian Sanctions. He talks about the Capital of Ukraine how the 
name of the city was originally Russian. Charlie talks about the awful job of Joe Biden 
throughout his Presidency.  
 



 

 Monday 2-28 
Hour 1: CJS – “Ridiculous Legislation, Russia: A World-Wide Problem, Nuclear War and the 
New World Order” Hr1 
Charlie talks about the state legislature how they prioritize ridiculous legislation rather than 
things that actually matter. He talks about the conflict between the world and Russia In addition, 
Biden stands by his decision to stop the Keystone XL Pipe-Line. Charlie discusses the after-math 
of a nuclear war. He expresses his disgust of Jen Psaki’s recent comments how she is using the 
terrible war to push the left’s Green New Deal.  
Hour 2: CJS – “What would President Charlie Do? Tit-for-Tat Politics” Hr2 
Charlie talks about the Green New Deal how the technology is not up to par for a full-scale 
conversion of energy. He talks to Never Trumper out of Duncan who thinks that Biden did not 
campaign on ending the oil industry. He discusses the war how the Biden administration’s 
policies have directly affected the situation we are in with Russia, Ukraine and the War.  
Hour 3: CJS – “Lifted Mandates and How hard was Trump” Hr3 
Charlie talks about how congress has no more mask mandates. He takes a call from a disgruntled 
listener who thinks republicans are supporting Putin. Charlie responds by explaining how hard 
Trump was on Putin. He elaborates on interactions and dealings between Trump and Putin.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Pendulum Swing, Feuding Personalities, Democrats Embrace Denial, Rising Gas 
Prices to Rise even More and the Upcoming Elections.  
Charlie talks how the government and liberal media are flipping their stance on the vaccines and 
mandates. Charlie talks about the feud between Ben Shapiro and Nick Fuentes. Charlie discusses 
how liberals deny evidence even if it is right in front of them. He talks about gas prices rising 
even more because of the war between Russia and Ukraine and voter suppression.  
 

 Tuesday 3-1 
Hour 1: CJS – “Political Chess, No More Vodka and Lack of Knowledge and Empathy” Hr1  
Charlie talks about the conflicts of other countries how they are using this war for political gain. 
Charlie talks about bars and restaurants across the world dumping out their Vodka in protest 
against Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. He talks Biden approval ratings and Kamala Harris’s lack 
of knowledge and empathy as a country leader.  
Hour 2: CJS – “Russian Ambassador, Full Political Control and Interview with James Taylor” 
Hr3 
Charlie talks about the Russian ambassador’s visit with the UN and Lindsey Graham’s comments 
on what the ambassador’s terms were. Charlie discusses the reason politicians want you under 
their control. James Taylor joins the show to talk to Charlie about Joe Biden’s upcoming speech, 
the energy issue, and the global market. They discuss how these s issues affect the war.  
Hour 3: CJS – “Interview with Jenny Beth Martin, Biden’s State of the Union Speech, Tuesday 
with Timmons and Trumps Warning” Hr3 
Jenny Beth Martin joins the show to talk to Charlie about Biden’s State of the Union Speech and 
gives her thoughts about what may-be-said. Charlie talks more about Biden’s approval ratings 
and Kamala’s callus remarks about Ukraine. William Timmons joins the show to talk to Charlie 
about Biden’s State of the Union Speech and the worlds view on Russia. Charlie talks about 
Trumps warning to Germany about dealing with Russia.  
Hour 4: CJS – “SC Politics, Russia Ukraine and  
Charlie talks to Mike Lapier running against William Timmons. Lapier talks about Timmons how 
he himself would be a better fit in Congress. Charlie talks about the world’s reaction to Russia’s 



 

invasion of Ukraine. Charlie plays a heartfelt speech from a Ukrainian woman about how the 
Russians are killing and hurting the Ukrainian people.  
 

 Wednesday 3-2 
Hour 1: CJS – “Adverse Reactions and the State of the Union” Hr1    
Charlie talks about adverse reactions to the jabs and boosters. In addition to the reactions, he talks 
about how the vaccines are effecting children around the world. Charlie talks about the state of 
the Union address how Nancy Pelosi and other establishment democrats went overboard in their 
reactions to Biden’s speech.  
Hour 2: CJS – “We WERE Energy Independent, No Respect for the President and the 2nd 
Amendment” Hr2 
Charlie talks about Morning Joe’s comments about Biden’s foreign policies on oil and energy. 
He talks about foreign leaders who respected Trump how they do not show the same respect for 
Joe Biden. Charlie talks more about Biden’s State of the Union Speech how no one has any 
respect for the President.  
Hour 3: CJS – “Interview with Americans for Prosperity’s Candice Carroll, Fat Phobia and Good 
Riddance Oil” Hr3 
Candace Carroll joins the show to talk to Charlie about her opinion on the State of the Union. In 
addition, Carroll discusses Biden’s oil and energy comments. Charlie talks about the 
ridiculousness of liberals creating a new phobia called fat phobia. Charlie talks about Energy, oil, 
and the possibility of the Biden Administration’s riddance of it.  
Hour 4: CJS – “2022 So Far, T2’s New Bumpers and One Positive thing about the State of the 
Union Speech” 
Charlie talks about his experience in 2022 so far. T2 joins the show to present new bumper music 
he produced for the show. Charlie and T2 talk about music and overplayed songs. 361 complains 
that Charlie has nothing positive to say about Biden’s State of the Union Speech. Charlie predicts 
Biden will try to take credit for Trump’s success as president.  
 
 

 Thursday 3-3 
Hour 1: CJS – “The Seriousness of the Russia Ukraine War, American Businesses Jumping Ship, 
Lost Work Ethic and Liberal Hypocrisy” Hr1  
Charlie breaks down the Biden Administrations plans for oil and energy move forward from the 
Russian invasion of Ukraine. Charlie talks about American Businesses how they are moving back 
over-seas. Charlie talks about the collective work ethic amongst millennials and generation Z. 
Charlie talks about Ron Desantis telling children in Florida schools to take off their masks. A 
liberal mother was not having it.  
Hour 2: CJS – “Interview with GOP Chairman Drew McKissick, Gas Lighting, The Cowards 
Way and How should NATO Respond?” Hr2 
Drew McKissick joins the show to talk to Charlie about Ukraine and Russia Charlie talks about 
how the government uses manipulation tactics to manipulate you. Charlie talks about Biden and 
the left’s response to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and threats to the US and their allies. In 
addition, he discusses with callers how NATO should respond to Russia’s invasion.  
Hour 3: CJS – “Interview with Pastor Mark Burns running against Timmons, Adverse Reactions 
and Mike Lapier” Hr3  
Pastor Mark Burns joins the show to talk to Charlie about how he would fight for South 
Carolinians and gives his thoughts on why Americans are struggling. Charlie talks about the 



 

insanity of conservatives voting past. He talks about adverse reactions from the Pfizer vaccine. 
Mike Lapier, also running against Timmons, joins the show to talk to Charlie about the 2nd 
amendment.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Caller Troy's Humility and Kamala... Absolutely Nothing to Say" Hr4 
Charlie talks to a humble caller, Troy from Cherokee, who asked how to get involved in his 
government. Charlie talks about how current politicians need to stop blocking individual like 
Troy from getting involved with their local Government. Charlie talks about Kamala Harris’s 
ability to talk for hours and say absolutely nothing of worth.  
 

 Friday 3-4 
Hour 1: CJS – “The Drums of War. Are we Really OK with this?” Hr1 
Charlie talks about the latest developing stories following the skirmish between Russia and 
Ukraine. Lindsey Graham today calls to “Take him out” referring to Putin. Charlie questions the 
legality of this statement. Charlie comments on the idea of an American war against Russia. He 
questions everyone, “Are you really ok with War”?  
Hour 2: CJS – “I Did That’ Stickers and Rising Costs in Gas and Groceries Hr2 
Charlie talks about the “I did that” stickers on gas pumps around America. He comments on the 
mainstream media’s coverage about the stickers. Charlie talks rising gas prices and inflation. He 
discusses the Biden Admiration’s part in the reason inflation is happening. In addition to 
inflation, Charlie discusses the rising cost in grocery stores as well.  
Hour 3: CJS – “Timmons Responds, The Curse of Biden and War…What is it good for?” Hr3 
Congressman William Timmons joins the show to respond to Pastor Mark Burns. Pastor Burns, 
running against Timmons for Congress, commented about Timmons’ run as a congressional 
representative for South Carolina on the show. Caller Tom from Greenville joins the show to tell 
Charlie and his listeners how much Tom looks like Biden. 
Hour 4: CJS – “ALL OUT WAR, Weight Loss Journey and The Coming Elections” Hr4 
Charlie discusses his opinion of what an all-out war with Russia would be like. He talks about his 
weight loss journey how hard it was for him mentally to be overweight. Charlie talks on how 
republicans should run in the upcoming elections. He tells potential candidates what policies he 
would like to see candidates run their campaigns on.  
 

 Monday 3-7 
Hour 1: CJS – “Environmental Disaster and the Democrat’s Lack of Loyalty” Hr1  
Charlie discusses the reasons the Biden administration is allowing the rise in gas. He discusses 
the price and maintenance differences between gas and electrically powered vehicles. Charlie 
discusses where he thinks the democrat’s true loyalties lie. He claims they do not care about 
Americans. They only care about their agendas.  
Hour 2: CJS – “Pendulum Swing, Walking Back the Pandemic and Kamala Harris’s Callus 
Behavior” Hr2 
Charlie talks how the democrats are starting to flip their views on the COVID and the vaccines. 
He reminds everyone how the mainstream media stood so firmly on the topic of being-vaccinated 
also, how the media was-paid to push the vaccines. Charlie reads an article written by Carol 
Mackusick of the Washington Post. He comments on the author’s remarks about Covid and the 
vaccines.  
Hour 3: CJS – “Interview with Larry Behrens, Inferior Acknowledgment and the Media’s 
Agenda” Hr3  



 

Larry Behrens joins the show to talk to Charlie about how America’s energy policies are 
indirectly funding Russia. Charlie talks about the mainstream media’s new acknowledge of the 
Biden administration’s inferior attempt to run the country. Charlie questions the mainstream 
media’s coverage of the war in Ukraine. Are we getting the whole truth from them? 
Hour 4: CJS ‘Dems Never Waste a Crisis, the Shirt Controversy and Local Politics” Hr4  
Charlie talks more about the media’s coverage of the Ukraine war. The Biden Administration is 
putting all the blame on Putin and taking no responsibility for their part in the cause of this war. 
Charlie talks about the shirt controversy surrounding a city council member who had confederate 
graphics in a video that surfaced. He talks about how easily Americans are offended on both 
sides of the political aisle. Charlie encourages everyone to get involved with local politics. 

 Tuesday 3-8 
Hour 1 CJS – “Biden’s Ridiculous Policies, Electric Car Conversion, Gender Equity and 
Ukrainian Liberty” Hr1 
Charlie talks about Biden’s latest decision concerning Putin and energy. He questions Biden’s 
new energy plan. Charlie talks to caller Todd from Boiling Springs about energy vehicles. They 
discuss how much work and cost it would take to fully-convert to electric based vehicles. Charlie 
talks questions the logic behind Biden’s gender equity nonsenses in addition he discusses The 
Biden Administration’s negligence  
Hour 2: CJS – “Lyin Biden, Course In-correction, an ‘OH –blank- Moment and America’s 
injustice” Hr2  
Charlie talks more about Biden’s latest comments on rising gas prices. He talks about other states 
who are following Biden’s plans and states who oppose the new energy course Biden has decided 
to take. Charlie reveals a conspiracy theory now come to light and comments on the arrest of 
Proud Boys leader Enrique Tarrio.   
Hour 3: CJS – “Liberty and Freedom, In the Name of Climate Change and Interview with 
William Timmons” Hr3 
Charlie argues with text line over his comments at the end of hour 2. Are we the Bad Guys? 
Charlie comments on a racist comment that was-uttered by Biden during his speech this 
afternoon. He comments on the policies set forth by the Biden administration and completely 
destroys climate change. He claims climate change is the motive for all of the absurd policies 
enforced by Biden and his administration. Congressional Representative William Timmons joins 
the show to talk to Charlie about current events.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Biden Snubbed by the Middle East, The Government Lies and School Choice” 
Hr4 
Charlie comments on Saudi Arabia ignoring Biden’s phone calls. Charlie talks about the lies 
from the government about coal and energy consumption. He questions the motive of the 
Government and asks how high you think gas prices will get. Charlie talks about the State 
Legislature’s refusal to pass a school choice bill.  
 

 Wednesday 3-9 
Hour 1: CJS – “Stand Up against the Sea of Troubles and Biden’s Attempt to Cancel Petroleum” 
Hr1  
Charlie discusses the work of the Republican party over the years how they have not held up their 
end of their job as our elected leaders. Charlie talks about Biden’s record of speaking out against 
petroleum. Charlie discusses the convention of states with caller Cassandra from Greenville. He 
questions her on what she thinks should be done in regards to the convention.  



 

Hour 2: CJS – CJS - "Slithery Politicians, Rising  Gas Prices, Inflation and a Drastic Push for 
Change” Hr2 
Charlie talks about a city council member in Georgia who decided to give herself a sizable raise. 
He expresses his thoughts on authoritarianism how it only benefits those in power. Charlie talks 
about Crenshaw’s recent comments on the Biden administration's push for electric cars. Charlie 
discusses oil and energy how America does not have the resources to commit to such a drastic 
change.   
Hour 3: CJS – “Interview with Americans for Prosperity’s Candace Carroll, Men’s Fashion, 
What is going on in Ukraine? There IS NO CRISIS” Hr3 
Candice Carroll joins the show to talk to Charlie about rising gas prices and inflation. Carroll 
reveals her thoughts on inflation how she plans to fight back. Charlie discusses the left’s war on 
masculinity how men are worried more about trivial things than things that matter. He talks about 
the mainstream media’s coverage on the war in Ukraine.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Dictating Democracy, Open-Carry in SC,   Hr4 
Charlie talks about democracy how it differs from liberal ideology. Charlie talks about the latest 
on the pandemic how the left is still pushing the booster shots. Charlie questions the open carry 
laws in the state of South Carolina. He wants to see constitutional carry.  
 

 Thursday 3-10 
Hour 1: CJS – “Fueling the War Effort and Charging the Citizens” Hr1 
Charlie talks about the war in Ukraine. He talks about the reactions from the governments of the 
world in regards to the cause of the War. In addition to their reactions, he talks about the Biden 
Administration’s negligence of rising gas prices. Charlie hits the text line, trucker texts it costs 
about $800 to refuel their big rig truck.   
Hour 2: CJS – “What Do you believe in? Interview with GOP Chairman Drew McKissick and 
Never Trumper Shut-Down” Hr2 
Charlie talks about Marie Salazar who want a no fly zone against Russia in Ukraine. He 
questions the logic behind this idea and questions the reason the establishment is pushing this war 
so fiercely. Drew McKissick joins the show to talk to Charlie about oil, energy and bio labs. To 
end the hour, Charlie hilariously shuts down a caller Never Trumper out of Duncan.  
Hour 3: CJS – “Interview with Roy Beck Founder of Numbers USA, War Mongering and 
Interview with Terry Jeffrey” Hr3 
Roy Beck joins the show to talk to Charlie about a spending bill for immigration. Charlie talks 
about the left’s ideas of peace how, in reality, ideas that cause conflict. He points out the 
hypocrisy of the left’s original talking point against Trump getting us in world war III, when their 
prize president is the one who is causing in the world. Terry Jeffrey joins the show to discuss 
with Charlie why the Biden administration puts the blame of the war solely on Putin and Russia. 
Hour 4: CJS – “Thank you Senko and Instigated Violence” Hr4 
Charlie thanks Ukrainian American Senko, who called at the end of the last hour, for his thoughts 
and opinions about the war as someone who has friends and family in the midst of their war 
against Russia. Charlie talks about social media standards, in certain countries, updated terms and 
services to let users call for violence against Russia. Charlie questions why the rest of the world 
expects the US to fight for them.  
 

 Friday: 3-11 
Hour 1: CJS – “Biden Claims Ripple Effect, Cackling Kamala Ignores Hot Topic Questions and 
Democrat Moral Authority” 



 

Charlie comments on Joe Biden’s recent remarks about inflation. The Biden administration 
blames everyone but the Biden Administration. Charlie comments on a Poland reporter who 
questions Kamala Harris. At no surprise, she avoids the question and cackles her way out of the 
answer.  
Hour 2: CJS – “Morality Matters and the Left’s Shady Motives” Hr2 
Charlie talks about abortion. He discusses the morality of the country and questions the decline of 
morality in the world.  Charlie discusses abortion with callers. He listens to their concerns, as 
they are very passionate about their stance on the matter. Charlie talks about bio labs in Ukraine.  
Hour 3: CJS – “War in Ukraine, Energy vs Stupidity,  
Charlie talks about the elite who want to turn Ukraine into the elite’s vision instead of their own. 
Charlie talks about Jenifer Granholm energy secretary in the United States. He comments on her 
recently expressed ideas about energy.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Riding Horses, Irresponsible Leadership and Identity Politics” Hr4 
Charlie talks about the horse stable business. He iterates what happens at most horse stables and 
advocates, in most cases, the horse’s are-well-taken care of.  Charlie. Charlie discusses the Biden 
Administration’s irresponsibility, as they place the blame for their own mistakes on others. He 
talks identity politics how policies associated with identity cause racism and division.  
 

 Monday 3-14  
Hour 1: CJS – “Gas prices, who’s fault is it that the prices are rising? Biden’s handling of 
Ukraine,  
 

 Tuesday 3-15 
Hour 1: CJS –”Daylight Savings at the Top of the List, Unexplained Deaths and Transgender 
Take-Over” Hr1  
Charlie questions the logic behind congress’s decision to put forth a bill to stop Daylight Savings. 
Charlie talks about the unexplained deaths in America and poses the question, “Could the 
vaccines be responsible for the rise in deaths over the last year. Charlie talks about Rachel 
Levine, a transgender woman, nominated to be Woman of the Year.   
Hour 2: CJS – “Constitutional Carry, Putin Sanctions Back and Banging the Drums of War” Hr2 
Charlie talks the latest on the new gun laws debated at South Carolina’s state legislature. Charlie 
talks about Russia. Putin is now sanctioning Biden and other Government Officials. In addition to 
government officials, Putin is also sanctioning his own people. Charlie comments on Mitch 
McConnell’s comments about the war in Ukraine.   
Hour 3: CJS – “Tuesday’s with Timmons, Kamala’s Lack of Empathy, Interview with Steve 
Milloy, and Effects of the War Moving Forward” Hr4 
Congressman William Timmons joins the show to talk to Charlie about the week ahead in 
Washington.  Charlie talks about Kamala Harris how Harris talks down to people. Steve Milloy 
joins the show to talk to Charlie about the environment and energy how the left’s policies are 
destroying the Economy.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Paranormal Activity and Big Foot, The New Normal and a Godless Regime” Hr4 
T2 Tim Snow joins the show to talk to Charlie about his stance on the paranormal and Bigfoot. 
Charlie comments on the Paranormal and equates it to the New Normal the democrats want to 
enforce. Charlie talks about the reactions from the countries surrounding Ukraine and Russia.  
 

 Wednesday 3-16 



 

Hour 1: CJS – “Lindsey Sham Held Accountable? Zelensky Pleads, WWIII and True Russian 
Collusion” Hr1  
Lindsey Graham turns his back on Trump once again. Charlie offers his thoughts on Graham and 
questions his reaction to an article that claims Graham wanted to evoke the 25th amendment 
against Donald Trump. Charlie expresses his concern for the country under this administration. 
He discusses the recent plea for help from Zelensky and the Biden Administration’s response. 
Charlie talks about a story that puts the left in collusion with Russia instead of Trump.  
Hour 2: CJS – “Interview with Congressional Representative Jeff Duncan, Biden’s Diplomacy, 
Lindsey Doubles Down and Biden Hypocrisy” Hr2 
Jeff Duncan joins the show to talk to Charlie about current events. He talks about the war in 
Ukraine, the economy, Immigration and the over-all weakness of Biden and his administration. 
Charlie talks about President Biden’s and South Carolina’s Lindsey Graham’s comments about 
Putin. They label Putin as a war criminal. Charlie expresses concern of the possible response 
from the world and Russia.  
Hour 3: CJS – “Interview with American’s for Prosperity’s Candace Carrol, Pandemic Aftermath 
and Biden Blames America for Inflation” Hr3 
Candace Carrol joins the show to discuss Americans for Prosperity’s Civil Liberty Pole. The 
institution released a pole showing how many people are ready to get back to normal in the after 
math of the pandemic. Charlie continues with his thoughts on the aftermath of the pandemic. He 
condemns Biden for blaming Americans for inflation and discusses the hardships we faced 
during the pandemic. Craig Bannister joins the show to share his thoughts about the war and 
comments on the left blaming civilians for inflation.  
Hour 4: CJS – “The Biggest Failure in Presidential History and the Minority’s War” Hr4 
Charlie talks more about Elizabeth Warren’s recent comments about inflation and Biden’s 
response to inflation. He comments on Chris Cuomo. Cuomo plans to sue CNN concerning his 
involvement with his brother’s scandals.  Charlie discusses the Ukrainian Bio Labs with texters. 
He talks about America’s approval ratings for Biden and Putin going to war.  
 

 Thursday 3-17 
Hour 1: CJS – “I TOLD YOU SO, Crenshaw, Biden’s Reputation and the World Reacts to 
Russia’s Invasion” Hr1 
Charlie talks about Hunter Biden's leaked laptop content how the content may look on Joe 
Biden’s Reputation. Charlie talks about Dan Crenshaw’s comments on Fox and Friends. He 
questions if the Current leadership is the best leader ship to lead us in a war against a Nuclear 
Power. He talks about the world’s involvement in the war in Ukraine how some countries are 
sending Ukrainians weapons.  
Hour 2: CJS – “The World’s Rising Conflict, Interview with Drew McKissick and the Biden 
Blame Game” Hr2 
Drew McKissick joins the show to talk to Charlie about oil and energy. McKissick shares his 
thoughts on the War in Ukraine and the awful diplomacy tactics around the world. Charlie 
questions the motives behind the push for America to war with Russia. He talks about Hunter 
Biden’s leaked laptop photos and footage. Is the Biden administration blaming Russia for this? 
Hour 3: CJS – “Everyone is Welcomed and Appreciated, The Hunter Biden Cover-Up and Fauci 
Finally Shows” Hr3 
Charlie speaks to his audience from the heart. He reveals the reason he does this profession and 
encourages the listeners to be a part of the show. Charlie talks more about the Hunter Biden 
cover-up. Charlie talks about Edward Bronstein and George Floyd. Bronstein’s case is very 



 

similar to Floyds. Charlie questions why Floyd’s case was-overly-exposed to the media and 
Bronstein’s case was not. Charlie comments on Fauci’s recent comments on returning to 
lockdowns.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Hunter’s Erratic Life-Style, Biden Calls Irish People Stupid, and a Corrupt 
Government” Hr4 
Charlie talks about the 2020 election how the Biden Administration did everything they could to 
cover up Hunter Biden’s erratic life-style. Biden indirectly called Irish people stupid. Charlie 
claims Biden does not have any room to talk. Charlie talks more about the truth of Hunter Biden 
and a corrupt Government.  
 

 Friday 3-18 
Hour 1: CJS – “Big Fail Friday, Will “Leah” Thomas, Authoritarian Left and Fauci’s Retirement 
Plan” Hr1 
Charlie comments on the media’s acknowledgement of Hunter Biden’s Laptop scandal. It was 
discovered the contents of his laptop were all true. Charlie speaks on the hypocrisy of the left 
accusing Trump of Russian Collusion. Charlie talks about Leah “Will” Thomas, a transgender 
swim champion, how it is not fair for women to have to compete against men who identify as 
women. He talks about a Bill written to punish Russia was not voted through due to Margery 
Taylor Green and 7 other Republicans.  
Hour 2: CJS – “Spineless Biden, AOC Blunders through Interview and Hunter Biden’s Truth” 
Hr2 
Charlie talks how to stand up to a bully and compares the same logic to Biden and Putin. He 
discusses Hunter’s illegitimate child who Biden and Hunter apparently do not interact with. 
Charlie talks about AOC’s recent interview. He comments on her bogus questions. He talks about 
Gen Psaki’s comments on Hunter Biden 
Hour 3: CJS – “Liberal Outrage in Florida, The Number One Goal, Happy Birthday to my Lovely 
Wife” Hr3 
Charlie talks about the reaction from liberal Floridians over the parental rights bill. He talks about 
Disney how they fuel the fire under identity politics. He expresses disgust for the long standing 
American Company. T2 Tim Snow joins the show to talk to Charlie about South Carolina to pass 
firing squad the states form of death penalty.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Russia, Russia, Russia, Iranian Deals and T2’s New Venture” Hr4 
Charlie questions the liberal Left’s agenda and claims, for the last 6 years, the left has blamed 
Russia for almost every political issue they have faced. Now we are at War with them. He again 
expresses his distrust for the media. Charlie talks about the Biden Administration dealing with 
Iran in oil and energy. He claims the Biden Administration’s re-working of the US energy grid 
could leave US National Security vulnerable. T2 Tim Snow joins the show to talk to Charlie 
about his new gaming channel where he streams video games.  
 

 Monday 3-21  
Hour 1: CJS – “The Passage of Time, A New Found Truth and Zero Tolerance for Pedophilia” 
Hr1 
Charlie comments on VP Cackling Harris’s Passage of time speech. He talks about the media’s 
new-found-truth about Hunter Biden. Charlie talks about the SC approval of death-by-firing 
squad. In addition to the firing squad he ties in pedophilia and expresses his disgust for the act.  
Hour 2: CJS - "Pedophilia, Self-Defense or Murder and Transgender Take-Over" Hr2 



 

Charlie talks more about Pedophilia with texters and callers. He talks about a shooting that took 
place and discusses the facts. He talks about a new source of energy proposed by the left. Charlie 
talks about transgender athletes. He discusses the fairness of transgender women competing 
against naturally born women.  
Hour 3: CJS – “The Truth is out There and the Corruption of Media and Government” Hr3  
Charlie talks about the left’s push against Russia for the last 6 years. He talks about the 
mainstream media’s denial of the Hunter Biden Laptop scandal. He questions why we should 
believe the media when they would not admit the truth about Hunter Biden. T2 Tim Snow is 
finally on Truth Social. Follow him @T2TimSnow. Charlie talks about Biden’s involvement in 
Ukraine.  
Hour 4: CJS – “The Winter of Illness and Death and Immigration the New Threat” Hr4 
Charlie talks about the indoctrination of our children from the left. He talks to Robbert from 
Greenville about a letter Robert received saying he could not receive on account of woke culture 
policies. Biden’s quote, “We’re in for a summer of Illness and death…” did not age well. Charlie 
comments on this  and references illegal immigration.  
 

 Tuesday 3-22 
Hour 1: CJS - "Ketanji Brown Jackson nominated for Supreme Court, Gender Neutrality and 
Pedophilia” 
Charlie talks about Ketanji Brown Jackson and her nomination for Supreme Court. He discusses 
her political record and questions the decision to nominate her. Jackson plans to lighten the 
sentencing on pedophilia and sex crimes. Charlie pleads for democrats to look through the eyes of 
the victims. He sympathizes with the victims and expresses his disgust of the bill put forth by 
Jackson.  
Hour 2: CJS - "Zero Tolerance for Pedophilia, 361 Finally Calls and Never Trumper Shut Down" 
Hr2 
Charlie talks more on Pedophilia. He talks about the democrats view on the act and questions 
how Dems justify the sent acing pedophiles currently get. Much less lightening their legal 
consequences. 361 joins the show to talk about "God knows what" we are still trying to figure it 
out. He talks to Never Trumper who has another Hypothetical argument about pedophilia. 
Hour 3: CJS – “Interview with David Sinclair…Your Data isn’t yours Anymore, An Ugly 
Reality, The White Squirrel, and Mike Lapier vs Timmons” Hr 3 
David Sinclair joins the show to discuss how big tech has ownership of everyone’s data. Sinclair 
claims that we as a society are a product of social media consumption. He shares insider 
information as a technology professional how your device data is used by the companies and the 
Government. Charlie takes a call about an earlier conversation about pedophilia. Charlie 
discusses the theology of civilization how technology was-used and how it is used now.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Ketanji brown Jackson, Hunter Biden’s Laptop, and Great Cinema with T2 Tim 
Snow” Hr4  
Charlie talks more about Ketanji Brown Jackson how she is sympathizing with pedophiles. He 
talks about Hunter Biden’s laptop scandal and talks about different nefarious schemes associated 
with Hunter and his father. T2 joins the show to talk to Charlie about movies and TV shows. 
They discuss their favorite stories and T2 hasn’t seen “The God Father”. He plans to watch and 
give a brief review.  
 

 Wednesday 3-23 
Hour 1: CJS – “Ketanji Brown Jackson, US Army Going Woke and Dog Lovers” Hr1  



 

Charlie questions Ketanji Brown Jackson’s ability to be a Supreme Court Justice. He talks about 
her links to pedophilia and her twisted views on sexual predators. The United States Army is 
going woke. They are changing physical requirements based on age and gender. Charlie talks 
about aggressive dog breeds. He questions if people should be allowed to own them.  
Hour 2: CJS – Illegal Immigrants, KBJ’s Career and Refusal to Comment, FBI Corruption” Hr 2 
Charlie talks about Illegal immigration how the Government’s actions support illegals migrating 
to America. Charlie talks more about Ketanji Brown Jackson and her career in politics. He 
questions the left’s sanity in siding with a woman who wants to help sex offenders. He talks the 
FBI and their bias in politics. 
Hour 3: CJS – “Interview with American’s for Prosperity’s Candice Carrol and Tuesday with 
Timmons” Hr3  
Candace Carroll joins the show to share upcoming plans for American’s for Prosperity. In 
addition, she shares her thoughts on Biden’s Supreme Court Nominee Ketanji Brown Jackson. 
Congressional Representative William Timmons joins the show to talk to Charlie about his 
thoughts on KBJ for Supreme Court.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Another Stimulus Check? The Keystone Pipeline Fears and Dreams with T2 
Producer Tim. Hr4 
Democrats want to send a small stimulus check to Americans suffering from gas prices. Charlie 
explains the reason for this how it ultimately boils down to Trump derangement syndrome. T2 
Tim Snow joins the show to talk to Charlie about bad dreams and common phobias. They discuss 
fear of heights and alien abduction. 
 
Thursday 3-24 
Hour 1: CJS – “Not Meant to Deter? The New World and Never Trumper Shutdown” Hr1 
Charlie talks about Biden’s over-all job as commander and chief. He claims all of the policies, 
bills and plans put forth by his administration are destroying our country Charlie talks about 
Trump’s warning to liberals if they enforce their authoritarian liberal policies. He argues with 
Never Trumper out of Duncan about, yet another hypothetical argument.  
Hour 2: CJS – “Interviews with Drew McKissick Josh Kimbrell and Truckers for Freedom” Hr2  
Drew McKissick joins the show to discuss Ketanji Brown Jackson whether she is qualified to be 
the nominee for the Supreme Court. He talks about New York’s tough Covid mandates. Josh 
Kimbrell joins the show to talk to Charlie about a new Bill that needs to be fought. Charlie talks 
about the Truckers for Freedom convoy how Trudeau has violated Canadian Truckers rites of 
protest.  
Hour 3: CJS – “More Ridiculousness from 361, Left’s Attack on Trump, Trump Derangement 
and BREAKING NEWS about North Korea Hr 3 
361 joins the show to talk to Charlie about Canada and Trucker’s for Freedom. Charlie confronts 
361 on his remarks about the Truckers from weeks back. Charlie talks about the attack on Donald 
Trump how Trump was and still is the President we need. Charlie gets word about North Korea’s 
war plans. He comments on his thoughts on why North Korea has finally made itself known and 
what may be the reason for their plans.  
Hour 4: CJS – “Food Shortage in 2022, Transgender Bill in SC and Transgender in Sports” Hr4 
Charlie talks about remarks made by Biden on inflation in 2020. He talks about Bloomberg how 
Bloomberg does not want anyone who makes under $300,000 to buy in Bulk. SC Bill presented 
to prevent transgender people competing in college sports. He expresses his disgust of the 
mainstream sports industry and encourages all to call their senators to push them to pass the bill.  
 



 

 Friday 3-25  
Hour 1: CJS – “Gender Books in District 5 Schools; God Help the Children of America and Gas 
Prices Continue to Rise” Hr1 
Charlie starts the show with some disturbing news. Spartanburg county schools are adopting far 
left books in their libraries. Charlie is baffled citizens of South Carolina are fighting the 
transgender sports bill. Charlie talks about Arabia how constant fighting will cause prices to rise 
even more.  
Hour 2: CJS – “Sleepy Joe in Poland, Far Left Propaganda and Liberal Teachers” Hr2 
Charlie talks about the Ukraine war in Ukraine how Biden said we would not get involved. He 
talks about Sleepy Joe Biden in Poland today. Charlie calls Biden out for some of Biden’s lies 
during his speech. Charlie talks more about Jamie Greggory, a librarian who vouches for far left 
propaganda in district 5 schools. 
Hour 3: “Good News for Trump, Gender Queer’ the Book, Clarence Thomas and Stand up 
against Evil” Hr3 
Charlie talks about the Left’s investigation into Trump how the investigation has fallen flat on its 
face. Charlie describes what is in Gender Queer. He talks about woke ideology and denounces 
district 5 librarian voted librarian of the year for vouching for this book. Charlie talks about 
Clarence Thomas how the left wants to impeach him over a statement his wife said.  
Hour 4: CJS – Illegal to Pray? He, Him, Who, What? Biden in Poland” Hr4 
Charlie comments on Ireland making it illegal to pray for abortion. In addition, he talks more 
about abortion and theorizes why the left would want to legalize a horrific act. Charlie comments 
on republican Governor Spencer Cox from Utah who removed his pronouns from his Instagram 
biography.  
 

 Monday 3-28 
Hour 1: CJS – “Fuel to the Fire and the Slap Heard Around the World” Hr1 
Charlie talks about Biden’s rebuttal to Putin that he will “Return in Kind” Putin’s use of chemical 
weapons. Charlie claims Biden’s ignorant comments are making growing conflicts worse. 
Charlie and T2 Tim Snow talk about the 2022 Grammy Awards. Will Smith slapped this year’s 
host Chris Rock, on stage over Rock’s joke about Smith’s wife.  
Hour 2: CJS – “Never Trumper Banned, Battle Philosophy and Interview with Trucker Bob 
Musclewhite running against McMaster” Hr2 
Never Trumper joins the show to talk to Charlie about Joe Biden’s comments about returning the 
favor to Putin. Charlie and Rick from Clemson talk about the difference in battle in foreign land 
vs battle on the home front. Trucker Bob joins the show to talk to Charlie about how he will be 
different from McMaster. He urges listeners to take a stand against communism.  
Hour 3: CJS – “Hollywood Conspiracy and Hunter Biden’s Laptop Update” Hr3 
Charlie talks more about Will Smith who slapped Chris Rock. The left is now blaming Donald 
Trump for this outburst. Was it the right thing to do? Charlie talks about the possibility 
Hollywood staged the incident to get better ratings. Hunter Biden’s laptop contains encryption 
keys for the department of the defense. Charlie questions how he would have come by sensitive 
information such as this. 
Hour 4: CJS – “Liberal Exodus, Biden Denies Comments said Days Ago, Cashless Society, 
Nobody wants you for their President” Hr4 
Charlie talks about liberals moving out of liberal cities to come to conservative cities. Jo Biden 
questioned about his comments about going to war. Biden claims, “That never occurred.”  
Charlie explains the kind of power the government will have in a cashless society. Charlie talks 



 

about Biden’s approval ratings how they have plummeted even further over this conflict with 
Russia and Ukraine.  
 

 Tuesday 3-29 
Hour 1: CJS – “  
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